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A
SESSIONS
S. Supreme Court Sustains
Perry Belmont Presides and
CRIME
State Courts in $40,000
Bryan and Gompers
Fines Assessed.
Were Guests.
This University In Canada What Would You Uke to Have Every Hour Filled From Early
World SriaKer Recorded In
Goes Composedly to Electric
Railroad Avenue Called
Loses Us Medical Building
Noon to Near MidWashington Was CentralChair-Fi- ve
Condemned
KENTUCKY COURT BOUNCES
LAW WANTED WHICH WILL
In
Future?
the
and
Valuable
Museum.
night.
ized in South Republic.
SUIT
BIG
Bid Him Farewell.
APPLY IN NEXT YEAR

QUAKE

U.

LAND-CRABBIN-

NOW IS THE TIME
Chicago, April 16. The United BUILDING COST
RELATION OF WOMEN TO
$350,000
States court of appeals today affirmed
TO HAVE YOUR SAY
the conviction In the district court of
the Chicago & Alton railroad and
COLLECTIONS INVALUABLE
PEACEI DISCUSSED
FIVE HUNDRED LIVES LOST John M. Raithorn and John A.
1 1111
Wann, former officials of the road, for
11I
4T
Use
Evening;
company
To The
n:
CI
granting rebates.
The
and
f
I favor the following name for if
the two officials were found guilty last
year and the railroad company was One Million
avenue
Railroad
Tonight Educators Will Address
Dollars of Property
Extended From North to South fined $20,000 and the two officials
Name
voter
of
110,000 each.
f
Were Endangered by
One Meeting. Labor

THREE TOWNS DESTROYED

u
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...............

Through Country and Damage
But Partially Known.

Iiand-Crabla--

City of Mexico. April 16. A fright,
fill kiss of life wild
irperty waj
caused by an earthquake early Monday morning-- It Is reported that the

towns of Chllpancingo and Chilapa,
1 26 miles southwest
of here, were destroyed, and another report says that
city
of Tlxtla, between these
the
towns, was also destroyed, although
no direct news has reached here from
tho latter place.
A telegram to the National Bank of
Mexico here states that 600 were killed in Chilapa and Chllpancingo, but
the government officials do not believe this report.
The houses there
are low and massive and were built
earthquakes.
to resist
It is known that the shock extended over 2,600 miles of territory In the
southern half of the republic, and
was one of the most severe ever experienced In this country, excelling
in force those of San Francisco, Valparaiso and Kingston.
Telegraph wires are down and no
word ha been received from Acapul-cMessages from as far north as
.San Luis Fotosl and as far south as
San Juan Baptlsta report the shock
From these
felt in varying degrees.
reports It would seem that the earth
tremble was wider in extent than any
other In half a century.
No word has been received from
the districts in which the volcanoes
of Collma and Jorullo are located,
and apprehension Is felt that they
have burst Into eruption and are add
ins to the destruction.
o,

NATIONAL ACADKMV OK
SCIENCES IN WASHINGTON.
Washington, D. C, April 16. Ac
tive preparations have been making
tor some weeks for the. entertainment of the members of the National Academy of Sciences which opened its annual meeting in this city
today. The association is the honor
society of the scientists of this country. It having been incorporated by
of congress in 186 3, and election
ad
lo membership In It Is regarded as
acknowledgement of eminent accomplishment in branches of scientific research.
Its yearly meeting is.
from the point of view of the scientist, the greatest occasion of the
year. The membership has reached
ninety-sevethe original limit having been raised Borne years ago from
lilty. Of this number probably a
third are present. The majority of
these, will present papers, it being
the custom for the Investigators along
any line to offer their findings at
the annual meetings.
In this way
the meeting is regarded as an appropriate time to announce any new
discovery In any branch of science.
Alexander Agasslz, of Cambridge,
.Mass., has served as president of the
organization for a number of years,
but has announced that he will retire from that office this year, his
successor to be elected at the present
meeting. Another officer whose term
ends with the present year is the
home secretary, Arnold Hague. Much
interest is manifested in the choice
of these officers, and of the new
members, a maximum of five of
whom may be chosen for a given
year. Last year three new members
were admitted, and will take part
in this years meeting.
They are
Joslah Boyce, of Cambridge; William B. Scott, of Princeton, and Benjamin O. Pierce, of Cambridge. In
the year two members have died,
Samuel P. Langley, of the Smithsonian Institute, and S. L. Penfleld. of
Vale college.
n,

SIIVILLE, N. C, HOLDS
ANNUAL HOItSi: SHOW.
Ashville. N. C, April 16. The great
horse show opened here today with
the largest number of entries that
have ever been received by the managers. Some very fine horseflesh will
parade at Riverside park during the
afternood.-- t of April 16 and 17.
In
addition to the horses that have been
in the lists in recent years, a number ef new
animals have been
brought to the city und entered as
prospective
wearers. The
Vandorbllts have entered some line
horses, and Mr. and Mrs. Vanderbilt
are adding great interest to the proceedings by their presence.
Philip
S. Henry
has again entered his
thoroughbreds, and Mr. Plant.
of
HtiBton, Is here with a tine string of
horses that make a fine display In
the ring. The company drawn from
the surrounding state is noteworthy
and stylish and largo in numbers.
blue-ribb-

MHS. LA FOI.LETTE OUEST
OF ItHi C'HAUITV l
Itarlne. Wis., April 16. Mrs. H. Id.
LaFollelte. wife of the senator, was

invited as one of the patronesses of
the charity fair helJ from tonight
to the 22nd, under the auspices of
the Florence
Nightingale
society.
Mrs. I.aKollette has presented to the
society a beautiful lace handkerchief
made by herself and the autographs
of herself and the senator.

iltliliiUStiittit
COVERNOR STILL

IX WASHINGTON

Washington. l. C, April 16.
Cov. Hagerman has announced
his Intention of remaining In
Washington for several days yet
at least. Territorial
Treasurer
Levi A. Hughes of Santa. N. M..
has returned from Boston and is
today In consultation with the
secretary of the Interior relative
tu the issuance of bonds for the
inilitiry institute and other educational Institutions of the territory, aa authorized by the leg- lsla ure.

Get licft.
Mayklng, Ky., April 16. The celebrated old Virginia land grant suit
in which possession of millions of
dollars worth of east Kentucky coal
lands is sued Tor by eastern parties,
met a second defeat in. the circuit
court at Whttesbuig yesterday, when
Judge Lewis dismissed the case.
Hundreds of armed mountain land
owners were present, but good order
"
prevailed.
The attorneys for the
claimants will take the case to the
federal courts.

at Boston.

Fire

rs

f Address of voter
Montreal, April 16. A second disastrous fire within two weeks visited
the McGIll university early today and
Remarks
practically destroyed
the medical
building, one of the oldest and most
Bevaluable of the college group.
sides, the equipment of the museum,
one of the best on the continent, containing many priceless specimen.
The following names for Rail- - It
The magnificent medical library, howroad avenue have been suggest- ever, was saved.
ed
The building had
been erected at a cost of $360,000. 4
Rio Grande Avenue.
4
IN
BRYAN'S MEETIN
were beyond estimate 4
The
Main Street
4
TUB INTEREST OF PEACE. as to collections
4
value.
Central Avenue
4
New York, April 16. Advices arc
University Avenue.
4
4
being circulated to the effect that WIND DIRECTION SAVED
4
Alvarado Avenue.
4
Brooklyn
the
Democratic club din
Albuquerque Avenue
4
PROPERTY l'ROM FLAM ES. 4
(No
tier In honor of William Jennings
change
at all.)
Boston, April 16. Millions of dol 4
4
Bryan tonight will be of more than lars worth of property
was endanlocal importance In that it will be gered today by fire In the Central
the means of reuniting the Massa wharf warehouse, but owing to the
What name do you favor?
chunetts democracy.
It is pointed fact that the wind was blowing In the
Probably at its next meeting the
out that until Mr. Bryan's recent direction
harbor,
of
the
firemen
the
city
council will be called upon to
visit to Boston, the factional dis were able to confine the flames and
take
action in the matter of changing
agreement in the democratic party prevent the spread of the fire towards
or not changing the name of railroad
there, which had started over the
city.
The tire started in the oil avenue.
If It is Important enough to
nomination of John B. Morgan for the
refining
Howe,
plant
&
of
Co..
French
mayor had reached the stage of de and was caused by the explosion of merit the changing of Its name, then
avenue
the
in question certainly
Now It is adver
cided bitterness.
an oil tank. Several drays laden with
the very best name that the
Used that both Massachusetts factions wool,
cotton
general
and
merchandise city can give it.
The Citlsen wants
will be represented at the Brooklyn were set on tire and a dozen
to be impartial.
Incidentally, the
dinner tonight. It is announced that were so badly burned that theyhorses
had
city
administration does not wish to
George Fred Williams will be one to be shot.
were
Several
drivers
take
action in a matter of this naof the principal speakers, and he slight!)' burned.
The property loss ture, contrary to the wishes
will oe accompanied by Chairman Is
of the
$
100,000.
estimated
at
majority of the people Interested.
Feeney, of the state committee, and
Now Is the time for you to say where
Colonel Drlnkwater, while the other MEETING TO DEMAND CAMyou stand. Not only are the columns
faction will be headed by Henry M
PAIGN CASH PITBLICTY of this
paper open to a free and imWhitney, Josla Qulcy, Charles Ham
New York. April 18. The Roose- Un,- - Mayor Fitzgerald
discussion of the subject from
and Congress'
controversy over the partial
standpoints, but The Citlsen will
man Sullivan.
contributions for the 1904 campaign all
a voting contest for names for
hat resulted in a call for a meeting open
avenue.
What name do you
for this evening at the Victoria the
want
Railroad avenue to be known by
hotel, by the National Publicity Bill
in
the
future?
If you have a choice,
organisation. The call for the meeting Is signed by Perry Belmont, now Is the time to make it public.
Until Saturday at noon The Citizen
chairman, and was Issued at the request of a majority of the members will be glad to receive and publish all
names
suggested, and ti the same
ot the executive committee and law
committee of the society. William time the number of votes In favor of
each name. On the list will be found
Jennings Bryan and Samuel Gom-pehave wired that they will at- a space for those who do not desire
tend the meeting to advocate a na- a change in the name of the avenue.
tional law compelling the publication Tell The Citizen what you want and
of contributions to and expenditures The Citizen will tell your friends and
Express your views,
enemies alike.
by national and congressional committees. Other prominent speakers and then, if the name of the avenue
will address the meeting on the same Is changed, the city council ,will at
least know where It stands in making
subject.
Its final decision. To vote, fill out the
HEARING FOR NIAGARA
blank form at the head of this
column, clip and send to the office of
COMPANY.
lOUEH
Louisiana Grand Jury Fails Albany,FALLS
N. Y., April 16. The state The Evening Citizen, 113 Gold avecommission of gas and electricity is nue.
to Find That He Killed
giving a hearing today to the Niagara
Falls Power company on an applicaDr. Aldrich.
tion for consent to an Issue of
bonds, as of December 31,
A
to be issued against debentures of
New Orleans, April 16. The grand the Canadian Niagara Falls Power
Jury of East Baton Rouge parlblif company, the proceeds being intendfor the completion and extension
YEAR
KEEP UTILE
alter hearing all the witnesses in the ed
case, failed to return a bill against of the works of the Canadian company.
Is
by
Consent
also
asked
the
Hon. George K. Favrot, member of
congress for the Sixth district of Niagara Falls company for the Issuof the same series from time
Louisiana, charged with the murder ance
time up to $5,000,000.
The
of Dr. R. H. Aldrich.
Mr. Favrot, to
Niagara
Falls company also filed a
who has been in jail since the killing
petition
as
for
consent
of
last
June
of Aldrich, which occurred November
to the purchase of certain shares of
7, the day after his election to con
lOSTMASTEK
the capital stock of the Tonawanda ASSISTANT
GEX
gross, was at once released.
Power company and to Its acquisition
ERAL HITCHCOCK
SAYS
HE
The killing of Aldrich was a sensa- of
the
remainder
of
outstanding
the
tional one, which at the time attract'
OWES IT TO THE PRESIDENT
company.
shares
of
that
ed general attention throughout the
TO STAY IX OFFICE.
country as being a direct appeal lo
the higher law.
The two men, Favrot and Aldrich, had been close FIRE DESTROYING
WftuhlnirNm T1
Ar(l 11! I....
TIM sons
friends from boyhood.
Both were
wno are disposed to be cynical
naitves of Baton Rouge; they were
about public servants will be edified
of the same age; they had attended
m if i i ii i ii.ii inf. m nil u nn nnma inn
high school together, and graduated
position of first assistant In the post- F
from Tulane university, at New Oruince uepunmeni nas jusi rerusea a
leans, the same year.
salary of $12,500 to remain in his litFavrot entered the legal profes
tle old $5,000 government Job. Frank
sion anu met with great success there,
H. Hitchcock Is the man.
aa well as In the Held of politics. He
The offer came to Hitchcock Just
was elected district attorney, and two
years ago district Judge. While stlU
holding the latter ollice he announced
hmlself a candidate
Carlsbad, N. M.. April 16. Fire
for congress
against Sam M. Robertson, who had has been raging for the past fifty
held the seat for sixteen years. Fav- hours in the Guadalupe mountains,
rot beat Robertson in the democratic which can be plainly seen from Carlsprimary, was nominated and elected. bad. No message has been received
m It Is presumed that everyone in
Wan Family Physician.
that sections of the country is busily
Aldrich entered the medical pro- engaged
In fighting the flames.
It
fession, achieved greut success, and, Is estimated
that thousands of dolalthough a young man, was regarded lars worth of timber
has been burned,
as one of the leading physicians of aside from a total destruction
to the
Baton Rouge.
He was the family sheep and goat range. The communphysician of the Favrots.
Both men ity is thickly settled and a guess as
were married und had children.
to wnelher any lives were lost would
On the day after his election to
congress Favrot met Aldrich as the be purely speculative at this time.
latter was coming from his otfice and
shot him twice, killing him Instantly. UNION PAINTERS WALK
It was found that Aldrich was armed
at the time and that he had been
warned of Favrot's intention to kill
OUT AT EL PASO
him.
At first Favrot refused to talk beyond saying that he had killed his
friend for good and sufficient reasons. Special to The Evening Citizen.
FRANK E. HITCHCOCK.
Later it was published that he had
M Paso, Texas. April
16
Ths
Public Official Win! Sense of Duly
killed Aldrich for foul and slanderous threatened walk-out
Ix Different From Most of Tliein.
of
the
painters
statements
made against
Favrot's una papernangers
place here
presence of severa' this morning. In alltook
wife In the
seventv- - about t P ttmA f'nHf Ivnii ucnl in Iha
friends.
It developed that Aldrich flve men are affected about
by the strike. treasury department.
An
firm of
had tried to see a friend to inter- i ne union demands from
em book publishers in Boston, old
the
which had
cede in the matter, but had been un- ployers 13.50 per day for painters
able to do so, and met Favrot before and $3.75 for paperhangers, and an made money for many years, was
looking for the right kind of a young
an explanation could be made, with eight-hou- r
day.
also demand man
take up the heat and burden
the result of the shooting and his the closed shop. They
Negotiations have of theto work.
The partners were
death.
Been in progress between the em growing old. The
place of manager
ployers and the unions for the past was offered to Hitchcock.
He thought
BROOKLYN DEMOCRVTIC (M il
two and one-hamonths, but the em it over and declined.
AT JKIlKRsdN DIN NEK. ployers have
remained
obdurate.
"Money
only
thing to be
is
not
the
New Yor, April 16. There will be The men have been receiving from $3
a great gathering of democrats at to $3.50 per day the latter in rare considered," Hitchcork replied, when
why. "The president and Mr.
the assembly given by the Brooklyn cases.
It is said that applications asked
Cortelyou have given me a chance to
Democratic
club tonight.
Besides are being continually received from show what I can do. I owe
somen
the principal addresses from Mr.
men for membership In the
to them."
Bryan, there will be speeches by Tom union and that the strike practically thing
The
heock's
success
secret
Hit'
of
I.. Johnson, mayor of Cleveland; Con- includes all the skilled men in the Is filfiln
1 .
i4 At U'nrk at Q
gressman De Armond, of Missouri; litie in the city.
a.
m.
the midnight
burns
often
and
John Sharp Williams, of Mississippi;
The tinners and boliermakers of on.
Governor J. K. Vardaman, of Missis- the Southwestern
shops both of
sippi; Congressman Hie M. James, of whom have been out on strike for MORGAN PAYS OPI'ION
Ktnlucky; Isador Raytier. senutor some time, still remain unemployed
ON STKOZ.l S COI.IiECTION.
from Maryland; George Fred Will- and for the present there seems no
Florence, Italy. April 16. It s reiams, of Massachusetts, and Senator hope of a settlement.
On both sides ported that J. P. Morgan has paid
Tillman.
of South Carolina.
Mr. the leaders show no signs
conces- $4,000 to Prince Strozzl In order to
l.ryan responds to the toast "Thomas sion and the resumption ofof work it have
the refusal whenever Uie prince
J fTerson."
therefore Indefinitely postponed.
'Wishes tu sell hi art treasure.
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New York. April 16. The adoptloa
of an effective national publicity law,
which would require the publication
of contributions to national and congressional committees as well aa the
expenditures of these committees, was
the question discussed today at the
meeting of the national pubilclty-laorganisation at the Victoria hotel.
Perry Belmont, president of the association, was chairman,
and tho
guests Included Wm. J. Bryan
Leaders Another.
and
Samuel Gompers, president of the
American Federation of Labor.
Many states were represented by
New York, April 16. The advo
the
who were present. Belcates for peace, who have come here montmembers
In his opening remarks made an
rrom all sections of the United States
for a practical law which can
and from foreign countries to par- appeal
In the national electicipate In the national peace confer- be In operation
next year.
tion
of
ence, today found a hard, long pro
gram before them.
Five different
meetings, which promise to (111 in WINTER WORK FOR
ANU1ALS IS LATE THIS YEAR.
practically every hour from early
New York, April 16. The Bergh
forenoon until near midnight, have
society has got to work rather late
teen arranged for todny.
The first of these was the forenoon for its winter work, as It has Just
meeting, where the topic was "The had notices posted on the ferry-boa- ts
Relation of Women to the Peace that drivers should have their horses
Movement." Among the speakers at carefully blanketed In crossing the
mis meeting were Mrs. Mary E
.el. amis jb me nrsi step in ai
Wooley, president of Mount Holyoke gtnerai campaign, wnicn It Is hoped
will
be running better by the time
iTonege lor Women; Mrs. Ellen M.
Henrotln, former president of the winter sets in again. What is needGeneral Federation
curtains
of
Women's ed, however. Is shut-dow- n
Clubs, and Miss Jane Addams, of that will really shield the horses.
Which
are
very
exposed
to
severe
Hull House, Chicago.
In the afternoon there will be two cold drafts at times, especially as
on all the lines are
meetings, one at the Hotel Astor, the ferry-boawhen the commercial aspects of the very much faster than they used to
peace movement will be discussed. be. Horses are placed In the most
and a young people's meeting at Car exposed place on the boats, and cannot help but take cold as they cross,
negie hall.
Two sessions this evening will be with a strong draft searching their
bodies, and from which there is no
a university meeting at Carnegie hall escape.
and a meeting at Cooper Union to dis doors willA bill providing for storm
undoubtedly be passed at
cuss the question of organized labor Albany,
In relation to the peace movement.
Representative educators and labor
men will address the respective meet ONE HUNDRKD AND FOCR
YEARS OLD YESTERDAY.
ings.
Baltimore, Md., April 16. Yesterday
Mrs.
Catherine Flein passed her
EDITOR STEAD ATTENDING
104th birthday in the little second
THE PEACE CONGRESS. story
room of 1320 N. Chapel
back
New York. April 16. Among all street,
she has been confined
the attendants upon the peace con- to her where
for the past five years.
gress meeting none attract more at- She wasbed
aa
as ever, her old
cheerful
tention than W. T. Stead, the great age having been passed
a happy
English editor. In speaking of the spirit. Her face Is muchIn wrinkled,
Hague congress
Mr.
Stead said and her body has waned and her
America should take one step to fur eyesight Is falling: she nevertheless
ther the principles which the Ameriall of her other facullties to
can delegates Incorporated . in the aretains
wonderful ilegree. .. and yesterday
convention of 1H9 the recommengave an account of her life, in a livedation that the usage of duels should ly and spirited manner. Her health
be extended to wars and should be is good,
she feels the weight
made obligatory.
Article 8 of the of years, although,
Is rather feeble, walkconvention,
which
contains
this ing with and
difficulty.
recommendation, has not been acted
upon, although the recommendations
were made unanimously,
said Mr.
Stead. Mr. Stead said he did not
look for anything
more than an
educational result from the discusquestion
sions of the
of armaments
at the next conference. "I am more
Interested In the proposal that the
executive governments of the world
should endeavor to promote peace by
other und more direct methods than
by merely preparing
for war,," he
said.
"If they would spend $1 for
peace for every thousand dollars they
spend In war something practical
would be done.
On this point Sir
Henry Bnnneman and Chancellor Von
England will
Ituelow are agreed.
support the United States w hero
America takes the lead, and I hope
America will support England where
the latter takes the lead.
w
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CHESTER GILLETTE

IS

ONE OF THAT NUMBER

Iowa Bank Is
Murderer GiVss Away
complices in Crime.
Looted-Kenluc-

ky.

Ac- -

Auburn. N. Y., April 16. Edward
Sexton, who was convicted at Cans-dangu-la
three years ago of the murder of Thomas Mahoney. was electro- cuted at the Auburn prison today.
Five other men condemned to die. Including Chester Oillette, the murderer
of Grace Brown, bade Sexton fare we il
last night.
Sexton went to the chair
composedly.
VAULT BLOWN OPEN,
HUT ONLY $4,000 SECURED.

Haaleton, Iowa, April 16. Robbers
early today dynamited the vault of
the Bank of Hazelton and escaufd
with $4,400 in cash.
KENTUCKY MURDERER TURNS
EVIDENCE FOR THE STA'IT".
Lexington, Ky., April. 1(. John
Smith, charged with the assassination of Dr. B. D. Cox. went on tho
stand today and fully confessed to
the assassination of Jim Cockrlll, saying that Brltton was not present, but
that he. Curt Jett and John Abner
killed Cockrlll.
Smith fired once,
Jett four times and Abner three
times.
PHILADELPHIA

OPPOSES

LAWS
Philadelphia, April 16. The board
of trade of Philadelphia has placed
itself on record as opposed to legislation Inimical to railroads. At a meeting yesterday It unanimously adopted
a report to this effect. The report
said In pan: "While the questionable
financial methods of some of the' railroad managers have Invoked merited
criticism, yet ther is no Justification
for continuing the policy of prompting;
antagonism merely for retaliation."
ANTI-RAILRO-

- Strike Breakers Fall Employer.
Superior, Wis.. April 1. Fifty
Strike breakers at the American Shipbuildings company's yards quit work
last night.
The strikers claim that
more men will follow tonight.

MEETING

OF THE CITY COUNCIL

OPENED CARNEGIE BUILDING
IWR ENGINEER SOCIETIES.
New York. April 16. The dedica
tion of the building in West 3th
street, which now is the common
home of three national engineering
societies, and for the erection of
which Andrew Carnegie gave $1,600,-00Is being held today and will be
continued tomorrow.
In the exercises today, Charles B. Scott, president of the United Engineering society, a corporation formed to manage the building; Mr. Carnegie, and
President Hadley, of Yale university, are expected
to participate.
Charles Wallace Hunt will preside;
prayer will b offered by the venerable Idward Evertt Hale, of Boston, and letters from the president of
the United Slates and the governor
general of Canada were read. In
calling the meeting to order the
chairman will use as a gavel a setting maul which Mrs. Carnegie employed In laying the cornerstone.
MOST MODERN FLOATING
FIRE FIGHTING MACHINES.
m:w tireboats known as the Thomas
Duane, now
which anatw the V...James
.m-.In p. ,,,
ill
nririut
....
llA..m.
ww..u..
i
j i i . nr i nicMif
di r Miller and Brother at New
burg,
were launched today at that place.
Mayor McClellan and all the city of- lieials- upro rirem,nl
Thai ura Iia
most modern floating
machines in the world. For the first
time In the history of the construction of modern lire machines
the
turbine rirlneinln It tn 1, nr.i.iio,!
The engines, which are 850 horse
power, are direct acting compound,
and the riumoH lire of the nu. rn.
tilfugal pattern, driven direct by
illumes, me capaciiy or tne pumps
Is 10,000 gallons of water, or a combined canaeltv for hofh hrmtM r,f tin 000 gallons
of water per minute.
There will be nine three and one-hainch connections.
FAMINE RELIEF COMMITTEE
DOING EXCELLENT WORK.
Shanghai, April 16. Investigation
shows thot the famine relief committee is admirable.
There Is no leak
age of funds administered by the foreign house to house Inspection.
It
nas resulted in 90,000 families, totaling 500.000 famine sufferers. beliiK
enrolled by the committee, which is
attempting to provide food until har
vest. An additional list of families
will be made only when the fund
available shall Justify It.
FRIEND OF McKINLEY HAS
GONE TO JOIN PRESIDENT.
Canton. Ohio. Anrll IS
U'nni u.uu
received today of the death of George
E. Baldwin, consul to
Nuremberg.
Germany, in New York, this morning
He was one of the most intimate
friends Of the lata Pn.4l.lent Mi Uln.
liny and nominated McKlriley for his
nrst pudiic office, that of prusecutlug
attorney.
0,

lu

lf

The Passing of Railroad Avenue-May- or
McKee Names Officers For Ensuing
Year-C- ity
Has $16,000
in the Treasury,

With Mayor McKee In the Chulr,
and Aldermen Hanley, Wllkerson,
Hayden, Learnard,
Isherwood an J
Neustadt present, last night's meeting of the city council waded through
the annual reports of every department of the city government, and did
a large amount of very important
business besides.
It was the close of one fiscal year
and the beginning of another, and
without any doubt marked one of the
most Important periods of the history of the city, for during the session there was mapped out an era of
improvement, which will place Albu
querque, as far as municipal Improve
ment is concerned, among the foremost cities of the southwest.
Before unother year rolls around,
the city council, which last night
transuded business in a hovel not
worthy to be called a house, will meet
In a new city building, which It can
call its own. The city lire depart
ment win tie made aUeouate to the
growing needs of the city. The streets
will lie paved ami othur Improvements
may be made, but It is doubtful If the
next fiscal year reports will show the
city finances In so Mattering a con- Uilton us the one Just closed. The
treasurers report read last night
shows a balance of $16,0UO on the
right side of the column.
Passing of Railroad Avenue.
On calling the council to
order.
Mayor McKee announced that Col D.
K. B. Sellers had requested to ad
dress the council. The business of
the colonel was to present the council
with a petition of several hundred
names favoring the changing of the
name of Railroad avenue, und the
colonel had with him some supporters
of the movement equally as enthusiastic as himself. Among these was
Dr. W.
i. Tight, president
of the
University, and on the close of Mr.
Sellers' remarks. Dr. Tight address. .!
the council.
The colonel ami the doctor aereed
that the name was a misnomer and
should be chuuged. The colonel said
that he had Just returned from Colorado and that everywhere lie had
been
boosting AlbuiUeriue.
and
everywhere he had had trouble explaining to the people that Railroad
avenue, Albuquerque, was the main
thoroughfare and business street of
the town. "They always confused It
with some street right along the railroad," said the colonel, "Just the same
as you would think canal street must
be along some canal."
Dr. Tight's real purpose at
the
council was to boost for the University. He proposed, for the consideration of the council, the name of University avenue for the east end of the
avenue. He said that it would be a
good name and would be a good ad

,

vertisement for the University, the
leading educational institution of the
territory.
When addressing a letter
to a number on University avenue, the
minds of the persons would naturally
turn to the meaning of the name and
be Impressed with the thought that
Albuquerque was an educational center. A good place to live. The doctor's
argument wus a good one, and uo
doubt will be given consideration by
the street committee, which was given
the matter for investigation.

ortlilal Roster for IU07.
The reading of the reports followed
the discussion of the changing of the
name of Railroad avenue, and then
came the appointments of the mayor
lor the ensuing year. Thew appointments were us follows, which shows
no change from that of the year
which has just closed:
Alderman Hanley, president of the
council; H. K. Rogers. treasurer;
Harry F. I.ee. clerk; M. E. Mickey,
city attorney.
Thomas Mt.Mlllin. chler of police:
W. C. Kennedy,
assistant
marshal.
IIOlif'enifM
AImY L'nuuli
11. M. itabbiti. and merchants' police
man, (ieorge Hlghbargln.
A. C. Hurt less, chief of the lire department; J. Klein, captain; (1.
t,
lieutenant; J. Cosgrove. driver;
W. Collider, hoseinan.
Martin Tierney, ttreet und sewer
commissioner; A. M. Whitcoinb. build
lug inspector; John
Weinxirl, city
Chemist: K. S. Stover, humune officer:
James Cladding, city engineer; Oeorge
Crulg. police Judge;
Frank yuler,
health officer.
Tlie follow-Imembers of the
board of health were named lust
night: C. W. Harrlsan. S. Neustadt,
,
James II Wroth. John F. Pearce.
Park Commission Noa llfeld. R.
W. D. Bryan. M. E. Hickey.
FoMowiniF Is it rennrt tiiMtl.. I., t I.m.
city council lust night by City clerk
Marry t. l.ee. giving a detailed statement of the dlslMirsements and collections of the city's financial department for the fiscal year Just ended.
The completeness of this report may
be seen at a glance:
AiiiiuuI Financial SLatenwiit.
To the
Honorable the Mayor and
Members of the Council of the City
of Albuquerque.
Ceiitlemen; At the request of the
chairman of the finance committee I.
have prepared a statement showing
receipts and disbursements of the city
for the past year, and actual balances
at the beginning and end of the year.'
ufter deducting outstanding wurrantx.
The period of time covered by thw
repoit of receipt is from April IS,.
Has-set-
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big lioness, gave, blrta. to
THE EVLMNG CIiIZEH litter ofa cubs
nbnut ft week ago. Bho
and
refused to notice her
ty
weekly
riMUktl tally !
the keepers were obliged to searcn
A
large
Spits
a foster mother.
Tke Cttlzea Publishing Company fur
dog was found, bu before she
nt the roo, one of tho three
A not her died
t PmoAm for veaanltslM ftmik the culm died.
the day
Mill M
ia Mttat.
after the arrival of the canine wet
Maid,
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nurse, nnd the remaining cub refused
Mrs. John Scratched,
nourishment.
to
wife of a keeper volunteered
take charge of the remaining rub.
Hie said she had brought up nine
children and saw no reason why she
should all to raise the remaining
baby lloil. T'io veterinarian ordered
the cub turned CSV ttf "'. an1
hunted Up 6flt 9 tne bot"
ties on which she hnj ltQViZ1 ut
her youngsters. The tiny Antrhw
took to the bottle like an old toper
and is apparently nourishing: on the

treatment

Ho Thought He Had

AT

Three Days of Session Occupied by Addresses of Many
Great Men.

'I'"'

An amusing Incident nceured In an

Broadway saloon ina vimi
monitor An unsteady looKinE cus
tomer came In and ordered
tail. The man behind the bar net
UIW
the oraeer
nbnut the task of tnJxIng
111
of
the nonehnlent delibe;-fillohis species.
While the operation waj
on the customer leaned against
going
A
the rail and rcgarijrd the figure of a
brownie that formed a hrr.k In the
pyramid of glassware that decorated
d
of the. bar.
the
Suddenly he gave a violent Mart,
unsteady
an
"Never mind,"
with
on
and
Home
Clay Nests in Trees
The
made a break for the door.
mixer sat down the glass with a smile
Roof Garden Gladly Used
and called out, 'Tome back a second." The customer paused irresoby Nesting Birds.
lutely.
"Ild you see those eyes move?"
Inquired the mixer of soothing beverages. "It's all right. They move
KEEPER'S WIFE Will TRY
by clockwork."
The unsteady one came slowly
back and picked up his glass with a
hand. "How did you know
TO HAND RAISE BABY HON trembling
what It was?" he Inquired.
enough,"
"Easy
said the man behind the counter. "It 'happens every
day or two. I've asked the boss time
Many Couples Would Not Marry and time again to take the fool thing
out of here, but some one gave It to
Last Two Days of Week-Fri- day
him when he first opened up, and
he thinks It's a mascot."
upper

jl nnu
FAD

back-groun-

and 13th.

SiiH'rtltiou Delays Marriage.

Although the week is crowded with
New York. April IS. A fad that weddings nnd Saturday
has lately
suc
likely
been
be
to
has
Imitated
proved a favorite ilay. no marriage
is
by a well ceremonies were scheduled for the
cessfully Inaugurated
known member of social New York's last two days of last week. Friday,
younger set. Miss Gwendnlln Wlck- - a proverbially unlucky day, was
rniham, who at the end of the pres shunned by all the brides. The
ent month Is to become the bride of J thirteenth day of the month was also
Albert J. Akin, has opened a free regarueii
wnn superstitious
iear.
hotel for wild birds. It Is situated on Anyone who doubts the respect paid
he roof of the parental home and to hoodoos In New York society has
consists of nothing more elaborate only to look over the wedding calenthan six or seven trees growing in der and compare the other days of
tubs. But they are fairly good size J the past week with Friday and Satand have been accepted by the shy urday.
songsters of the woods ns something
And yet the temptation to defy su"Just as good' as the bowers of the perstition must have proved strong
they
South,
which
from
have for those happy couples who desired
minny
recently returned.
to spend their honeymoon abroad.
Here and there a.mong the branches Never before has It been so difficult
are rough clay nests that the warb- to engage passage on the
lers have accepted as honeymoon
steamers. The companies rehomes. Not one has been unoccu- port the largest advanced bookings
pied during the building, season. ever known and the only chance a
Miss Wlckersham Is also Interested belated traveler has to get across unIn photography and among the treas- til summer is well advanced Is in the
ures of her boudoir are many Inter- event of changes In the date of sailesting snap shots of her shy guests ing by some of those already booked.
taken when they had no suspicions But naturally the two "hoodoo days
of designs against them. The birds coming together have left some empg
have made themselves very much at ty staterooms on the
steamhome In the Wlckersham Roof Hotel ers. Any couple who cared to go
stateevidently
have no monthly
and
the limit and be married on Friday,
ments marked "please remit at once." or the thirteenth, and in addition
When Miss Wlckersham becomes a start on a voyage on one or the other
bride, herself, she will start a second days, could probably have secured
hotel for birds on the roof of her new accommodations
and avoided the
home.
rush. At, the present writing no
young couple sufficiently rash have
Kipii-stiiigone on record at either the office of
Kxcrclso Popular.
Horseback riding is the thing in the license clerk or the steamship
New York these spring mornings. agencies.
The riding academies say that the inSocial Season Near End.
crease In attendance over last year Is
The supplementary
social season
something more than 75 per cent.
The vigorous shaking up which one Is slowly drawing to a close. Two
gets In the saddle Is supposed to be more large dances are to be given,
an excellent remedy for surplus flesh. the last University Cotillion and the
Consequently one sees not only the last Friday Junior Iance, both
stout business man and victim of events to take place at Sherry's next
rich club diet trotting along with a Friday, and both for the younger set.
determined effort to appear cheerful, A few sporadic charitable affairs
but matrons whose figures have lot will be given during the next few
these youthful lines, so dearly prized, weeks, and one more week at the
are to be seen bobbing up and down Manhattan Opera House began Hon
In the middle with plump shoulders day. After that society looks to the
heaving and with the air of mrtrtyrs. country for entertainment until the
Riverside Drive, lafayette Boule- summer season begins.
KEVEItE THOMPSON
vard, and the network of paths that
Intersect Central Park are thronged
with riders. In every conceivable cos
tume and mounted on a variety of
nags that constitute an interesting NORTHERN ARIZONA
ntudy In horseflesh. Some of the more
awkward amateurs and overfat be
ginners give dally exhibitions that
L CLEANER
would cause a western horseman to
smile broadly. Not Verdant Oreen in
the first days of his riding experiences
along the Henley road at Oxford
could furnish a more ludicrous sub
ject for the cartoonist than these
early morning Centaurs in the heart
of New York's fashionable residential district.
New Mexico Man Buys Half
trans-Atlant-

out-goin-

n

ic

WOK

MANY

OlSTlSsHEO

Tl I'.sDAV.

EVENING CTTIZEU.

BATH

SUPPLIES
and
Toilet Accessories
Null
Soups.
Ilatli Ilruslics,
Scissors,
Ilruslics, Manicure
'irii Plasters, Torn I'llcs,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Tn hum Powders, Toilet Waters

i:tc,

Kt,

I Let
us Supply

You

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental Llfo P.ullillne. Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Itroadway.

LLEWELLYN MAY

anti-spee-

pace-settin-

Woman Will Italw Lion.
An interesting experiment is being

Heart Strength
Heart Strength, or Heart Veakm. nietuiiNerr
Strength, or Nerve WeakneM tiothihs inuro. Pot- luvtjly. ujtone weak heart in Jtumlreu U, in 1U
.
ft
ult. ftnuall
it U uIuhmI
li Id Jen tiny iui nerve that rrally i all at fault.
Thti obwure nervf the Cardiac ur iiYart Nervft
limply uoedft, and mutt have, more powtr. more
stability,
more controlling, mom governing
niufct continue
tmtirih. W ithout that the
to fail, and the btomach and kidney aUo have
thM name controlling nerve.
Thia
inluiu why, at a medicine. Dr.
Fhoop't Ketorative has In the imsi don to min-for Weak and ailing 11 tart. lr. Hhoon Lfkt nought
c.
the cauxj of all lhi painful, ialpiuitmg,
iJr. fchiMiu'a KkWraiiv
thia
alone dutcud to thoe
popular prtiWTiptiou
It build;
weak and wutiinir nerve center.
iL'rtrtrtiirthena : It off. r rval. geimine heart help.
ttrong
If you would have ttrong
btrengtheii these jKfve
roelabliftb
tUuiu at ueuuod.
'th

Jlrt

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS

,

Million Pounds
Holbrook.

re-ec-

So Says David M. White to

the

Paso
Herald.
El

David M.
Territorial Engineer
White, of New Mexico, one of tho
prominent politicians of the territory,
recently chairman of the republican
central committee of New Mexico,
who Is now In the city, when asked
Monday regarding the reported appointment of Morgan O. Llewellyn us
governor of New Mexico In place of
Governor H. J. Hagerman, said that
he knew nothing officially regarding
this appointment, but added that he
was positive that a change would be
made in the near future and that as
Llewellyn was the unanimous .choice
of the republican party of the territory, he had no doubt that ho would
ae the man appointed by President
Roosevelt, says the El Paso Herald.
"I am sure," said Mr. White, "that
the president could not have made a
oetter choice than Morgan Llewellyn.
He is qualified In every way to fill
the oflice if he should be appointed.
He has endeared himself to the people of New Mexlco-b- y
his acts; he Is
a young man of great ability and is
x thorough republican.
If appointed
I am sure
he will reflect great credit
upon President Roosevelt."
Morgan Llewellyn is a son of t'nited
States Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn,
uf New Mexico, and was a Rough
Kider under Roosevelt In Cuba, in
n
Ahlch regiment his father was
major.
"Preventlcs" will promptly check a
fold or the Grippe when taken early
ur at tho "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
ire little candy cold cure tablets, and
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
mail you samples and a book on
free. If you will write him. The
samples prove their merit. Check
early colds with Preventlcs and stop
pneumonia. Sold In Dc and 25c box
es by all druggists.
o

HAVE YOl'U rilOTO TAKEN
NOW. STAMP PICTURES 25 CENTS
PEIt DOZEN AMI I P. KODAK FIN
ISHING A SPECIALTY. PHOTO PII
LOW COVERS ON JAPANESE SIl.K.
H it WORK IS OI K Gl'AKANTEI
STARK STL'DIO, 210 WEST GOLD
AVENUE.

The OF lue
Personal Knowledge

at

J. A. (Garcia, of Garcia Uros., of
Albuquerque, N. M., wool dealers.
has been at Holbrook, Ariz., for sev
cial days, buying wool, says the
escott journal Miner. He has pur
chased. it is said, fully 600,000
pounds of the northern Arizona clip,
the price paid ranging from 14 cents
to MVi.
The northern Arizona wool, espec
hilly that comliitf into Holbrook, is
suld to be much cleaner and lighter
than the same clip last year. The
wool clip of Clarence Owens, a well
known grower, is now arriving in
Hoibrook, to be followed at once by
that of O. R. Morrow, another proml- ntnt sheep man. Vandewart, wool
buyer for a lloston house, is expected
In Holbrook with Buyer Marston, in
a few days.
it is said that flock
owners will take advantage of the
ill lil weather and rush their shear
ing.
Regarding some other growers, the
Hollirook Argus says:
"II. II. Siorse. one of the most
successful wool growers of this coun
try, has Just returned
from the
southern part of the territory, where
!!
has been for several weeks, en
Kagcd In shearing and disposing of
ills spring clip of wool. Mr. Scourse
stall's that he obtained a very satls-f.- u
tory price for his tieeces and that
the percentage of lambs this season
was above the average. In referring
to Mr. Hiss and
Houck
who have recently engaged In the
wool Industry, and who are now In
the vicinity of Phot-nlx- ,
he says that
that they were also very fortunate
during ihiii I. milling and shearing
reason.
"Pneumonia's Deadly Work
had so seriously affected my right
lung,
writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, o
Rural Route 1, (leorgetown. Tenn
coughed continuously nigh
I
"that
and day and the neighobrs' predlc
seined inevitable,
lion consumption
until mv husband brought home
King's
New Discovery
IJr.
bottle of
which in my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
When all othe
weak, sore lungs.
remedies utterly fail, you may still
win in the battle against lung and
throat troubles with New Discovery,
by all
the real cure. Guaranteed
druggists. &0c and 11.00. Trial bot
tie free.
We do It rlfht, IiOrUQ DRY. Im
periu) Laundry Co.

BE

OE NEW

GOVERNOR

THinEAR

Autoing.
Raid on
on
Riverside Drive
Pedestrians
revelled In a free entertainment last
Sunday. It was a force comedy enacted by the mounted police and the
wagons. The
operators of honk-hon- k
order had gone forth from headquarters that chauffeurs were to be
d
law and
Instructed In the
educated as to what was expected of
them.
Driver after driver was stopped
while the bicycle cops drew forth
books of instructions and gravely
read them dissertations on speeding.
If any of the automobllists seemed In
doubt as to how to keep within the
ten mile speed limit, the mounted
man would ride alongside for five
or six blocks setting him the proper
pace. A few reckless ones declined
g
either the sermon or the
and were promptly run down and
run In. When they appeared before
the desk seargeant at the One Hun
dredth Street station, that otllcial re
marked to them that they did not
treatment,
and
appreciate good
locked them in cells pending ball.
Most of the chauffeurs listened to the
words of wisdom unfolded by the
rubber tired minions of the law and
gave respectful attention to the pace
ich
setting until they were out of
f the law's swift arm.

IWT.

'Personal Icnowledse is the winning factor in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

The Well Informed of the World.
A vast fund of personal knowledge is really essential to the achievement of ths
highest excellence in any field of human effort

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions' and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Llixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of

r

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component

and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first 7
and best of family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldunder the name of
wide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
and the v ell lruormed or the world lo be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
EJixir of Senna - - as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs - - and to get its beneficial
name of
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name ot the Company - California r ig oyrup
printed on the front of every package,
Co.
whether you call for -- Syrup ot rigs
Syrup of
or by the full name
rigs and Elixir of Senna.

600
Roma
WANTED
avenue.
WANTED Gentlemanly bell boys at
the Alvarado.
at
WATED Millinery apprentices
Mrs. Coverdale's, nt once.
WANTED
Girl for general house
work. Apply to W, J. Johnson, 820
West TIJeras road.
WANTED Man and wife on ranch
close to El Paso.
Address V. A.
Johnson, 924 Magoffin avenue, El
Paso, Texas.
WANTED Ladies wanting styllah
millinery and dressmaking, call oil
North Second
Miss Crane, C12
Also appren
street. Prices low.
tices wanted.
'Phone 944.
secondUentleman-WANTED
hand clothing. No. US South Flrit
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. U. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
Kill IIKNT.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
413 South Hrondwny.
tent"
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center:
Corner Sixth
rates reasonable.
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
modern
RENT Five-rooFOR
SoutW
No. 717
cottage.
brick
115
Hlckox,
W
street,
Geo,
Edith
South Second street.
FOR RENT Two all new housekeep
ing rooms, well furnished, Including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front $14.00. 519
E. P. GolWest Railroad avenue.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organ.
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOUSRECEIPTS, as low a
and as high as $200. Loans ara
prlvata.
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain in your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
(Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
lta
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bid.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
'
Open Evenings.
On

E

lit

MONEY

FOR RENT Light, airy, well-fu- r
nished rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All roomd openPrice, $1 per
ing on the outside.
Minneapolis House,,
week and up.
f, 24 South Second.
A. T. Devon-Proprietor.
t OK SALE.
furniture.
FOR SALE Household
416 West Vtanta Fe avenue.
FOR SALE Good riding and driving
pony. Cull nt 210 South High
l'Uli SALE A good big cow, will ue
fresh soon. See George K. Nener.
FOR SALE Pa- - ty will sacrifice type- Address
writer, good as new.
Typewriter, care Clt ixen oflice.
alRoll
desk,
top
oak
FOR SALE
most new. Inquire Tony Michelbab,
old town.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter.
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
W. E. Milliken. Library building.
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The
bread,
very best of home-bake- d
baked
pies,
cakes. doughnuts,
beans, soup, candy, etc.; all homeAlso staple groceries, dry
made.
goods and notions. 606 South Arno.
'Phone 710.
-- OST.
LOST On Railroad avenue, between
High and Second streets, lady s
Regold watch and small chain.
ward to tinder. Room 17, N. T.
Armljo building.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
Uy Authority of tho City Council of
tlio City of Albuquerque, N. SI.
Notice is hereby given that an elec
tion will be held In the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1907, between tne nours oi
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m..
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second
Ward Oflice of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Oflice of E. II. Dun
bar, corner of Third street and Gold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
South
R. Craig, justice of the
Third street.
question
At which said election the
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex-

TO

LOAN

Wo have about $3,000 to loan In
sums ot $1,00 or less on real estat
seen i it. i 8 per cent. te- - "a.

POR TERFIELD CO.

den.

216 West Cold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

We Want
1

i

MACHINIST

2

CARPENTERS,

:i
i.
Z
1

COOKS,
STONE MASONS,

HELL-ROY-

IRON MOLDER,
HOUSE GIRLS,
We
furnish clerical help a
,
free to the employer
ltiK)kkci-M-rStenographers,
Typewriters, Clerks, etc.
SOUTHWESTERN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
5

spot-lull--

s

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 82 F.St..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. I). Hryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuouer.
que, N. H. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offlcs.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and .1. Barnett bulldln.
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Prion
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund 3. Alirer. Tt. I, s.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offic
hours. 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; l.sa
P. m. to 5 p. m.
Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. K. L. 1IUS1.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phone
ico.
DltS. I1KONSON & 15RONSON,
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
Homeopath.
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone-Ollic- e
k'ew Mexico.
nnd residence, 628.
FRANK McKEE.
DR. J. N. WAKNKK. V.
Mayor.
When your animals are sick you
Attest:
need a good veterinary surgeon. Call
HARRY F. LEE.
up the old reliable. Phone No. 542.
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)
UNDERTAKER.
First publication April 3, 1907.
Auto,
phone
316.
Colo., Red 111
o
A. BORDERS.
PROPOSALS FOR TWO ADOBE
Rlacli
BUILDINGS. Department of the In- Commercial Club building.
or White hearse, $S.
terior, Oflice of Indian Affairs, Washington. D. C, March 19, 1907.
ARCHITECTS
SEALED PROPOSALS, plainly marked on the outside of the envelope,
F. W. Spencer. Rooms 46-- 4 7 Bar
"Proposals for Day School Buildings,
Santa Fe, New Mexico," and address- nett building;, Albuquerque, N. M.
ed to tho Commissioner of Indian Af- - Both phones.
faris, Washington, D. C, will be reNOTAKT PCULIC.
ceived at the Indian Oflice until two
o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1907, for
Tlios.
K. D. Mnddlson.
furnishing and delivering the neces
Office with W. B. Childers.
117
sary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a day school West Oold avenue.
building and employes' quarters both U.AIK
DKESSEIt AltTJ CIIIKOPO- of adobe at the San lldefonso day
DIST.
school, New Mexico, in strict accord
ance with plans, specifications and
Mrs.
Bambini, at her parlor i. No.
instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this office, the offices of 209 West Railroad avenue, Is pre"The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M., pared to give thorough scalp treatand the "New Mexican," Santa Fe, ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
N. M.; the Builders' and Traders' Ex- bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She
changes at Omaha, Neb., St. Paul, gives massage treatment and maniMinn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; North- curing.
Mrs.
pre
para
Bambini's own
western Manufacturers' Association,
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian Hon of complexion cream builds up
Improves the complexthe
and
skin
Warehouses at Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha, Neb., and New York, N. ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be InY.; and with Clinton J. Crandall, jurious.
She also prepares a hair
Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M., tonic that cures and prevents danto whom application should be made druff and hair falling out; restore
for further Information. C. F.
life to dead hair; removes mole.
Actinif Commissioner.
warts and superfluous hair. Also
.
o
face powder, a freckle cure and piru-pl- e
PROPOSALFOR BRICK BUILDcure and pile cure. All of these
ING, TANK AND TOWER AND preparations
are purely vegetable
EXTENSION. compounds. Have
LIGHT
ELECTRIC
just added a viDepartment of the Interior, ottlce of
machine for treatment of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, brator
SEALED PRO- scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
March 1!3. 1907.
POSALS, plainly marked on the out- Is also used for rheumatism, pains-anmassage.
side of the envelope, "Proposals for
New
Buildings, etc., Albuquerque,
Mexico," and addressed to the Com- CliainlM-rlalnCoubIi Remedy Aid
missioner of Indian Affairs, WashingNature.
ton, 1. C will be received at the InMedicines that aid nature ate aldian Oflice until two o'clock p. m. of ways most effectual. Chamberlain's
April 30, 1907, for furnishing and de- Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
livering the necessary materials and allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
labor required to construct and com- aids expectoration, opens the secreplete a dormitory and a mess hall, tions, and aids nature in restoring the
both of brick, with plumbing, steam system to a healthy condition. Thouheat and electric light; also a tank sands have testified to its superior
and tower and an extension of th? excellence. For sale by all druggists.
electric lighting system, all in strict
accordance with plans, specifications
and instructions to bidders. which
may be examined tit this office, the
offices of the "Improvement Bulletin."
Minneapolis, Minn.; "American Contractor." Chicago. 111.; "Citizen,"
N. M., "New
Mexican."
Santa Fe, N. M ; "Journal." Kansas
City.
Mil.; 'i
St.
Louis, Mo; Builders' and Traders'
Exchanges. St. Paul, Minn., MinneapTo all points Railroad Tickets
olis, Minn., Omaha, Neb.; Northwestbought and sold. Aloorv's Ticket
ern Manufacturers' Asso., St. Paul,
Office-- , 113 West Railroad avenue.
Minn.. C. s. Warehouses at Chicago.
HI.. St. Louis. Mr., Omaha, Nebr., and
New York, N. Y., and at the school.
Only member of American TicFor further Information
ket .'liokets' Association in Albuapply to
querque, N. M.
Burton H. Custer. Supt., AlbuquerCorrespondence
que. N. M C. F. LA R It A BEE. Acting
solicited.
t 'omniissiouer.
LAR-RAHE-

Parts

LOANS.

PERSONAIi PROPERTY

WANTED.
Woman at

bo-g-

be-hi- lf

I.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

powder dry. Oreat Rrltnli
PpaJn
and the t'nlted States are to propose
Hague
hi the
pence conference In
June a limitation of the armaments
of the nations, Russia, Germany and
Austria will oppose this proposition.
This means that many years must
pass before the nations disband their
nrmles and navies or place any restrictions upon their expansion.
"As practical men we must pay n
:cent regard to tho conditions which
confront us. Therefore, I say that
Tennyson's 'parliament of man and
federation of the world' will not
come In the lifetime of anybody In
this hall. I wish It were here In
1907. 1 wish, ven, that we were assured of getting it In 1917 or 1927,
but it Is Impossible,
"American
ns
manufacturers,
humanitarians and as business men,
favor a world peace. I'nhapplly, however, George Washington's
declarations that to be prepared for war is
the best way to preserving peace is as
applicable to America today ns to
"iCr'ca lo which it was
trie

tT:lng or tlie commercial In
terests Mr. Van Cleave not only foredoomed the American peace confer
FOREIGNERS ME HERE ence
demand to defeat, hut tniltreci- ly suggested tho liklihood of future
warfare for the United States.
"This country must be friendly to
Van Cleave of St. Louis Seems to all races and to nil peoples." said
Mr. Van Cleave. "It must meet Its
Be Only Doubting Thomas
obligations as a member of the family of nations.
When disagreements
In Assemblage.
arise, then, if they do nrlse, we shall
have so ordered our conduct as to
appeal to the world's sense of fairApril 15. The an- ness nnd justice. We shall be able to
New York.
nouncement of the program of the submit our case to any Impartial
poNational Arbitration I'cace Congress ttihunal with the faith what our apsition will command the world's
in this city, for the three days
yesterday. Indicates a scries of proval.
conference at the Hague, it is prnv-full- y on "Hut suppose that, Iseven with toright
us.
our side, Justice
denied
of the
the peace sentiment
country. That such a congress may What then? Then we must accept
he especially needed tit this time Is Davy Crockett's doctrine. Relng sure
evident to those who have followed that we are right, we must go ahead.
the preparations and discussions pre- There nre Issues of honor, of prinliminary to the next International ciple and of national safety which
conference at the ague. It is prov- can not be submitted to any internaing to be very difficult to bring that tional tribunal.
Mr. Van Cleave spoke, he said, in
assemblage questions which strike
of the manufacturers
il the roots of war; and not even the the Interest
monetary interest In an Inwhose
limiBritish premier's prposal for the
a
tation of armaments seems to obtain ternational peace Is represented by
with
much of any backing aside from our capitalization of $14,000,000,000
0
$16,000,000,-00products
worth
own government. The New York call annual
year.
He
for the peace cause, therefore must urged during the current
that this Interest, producing
be considered timely,
for It will
as
worth
manufactures
with that annually
doubtless echo and
strong saying of the lato Secretary much as all the property in Spain,
In
formulavoice
a
the
have
should
May, that "War is the most futile and
ferocious of human follies." At the tion of any international peace plan.
"We Americans can not work efopening session Mr. Carnegie prethe
sided, ami after speeches by Mayor fectively for harmony between
nations,"
Mr. Van ('leave said, "unMcClellan
anil Governor Hughes,
get
peace
must
we
at
We
til
home.
Secretary
delivered
Klihu
Boot
Industrial peace. Harmony bethe chief address of tho day. This have
On tween employers In nil callings andIs
hould be a notable utterance.
between employers and workers
the third day there will be an ex- - one
must bring about. We
itlonal list of speakers, led by must thing wepeace
between tho great
William J. Hryan, Judge George Gray politicalhave
parties by abolishing the
Many
nil Congressman Bartholdi.
In
dt.magogue
each of them and
Europeans active in the peace cause
the demagogue abolished.
will attend the meetings, which will
we
speak in behalf of
when
Then
press
be held in Carnegie hall. The
wo will be speaking with the
ommlttee contains a representative peace
85,000,000
from every paper published In New voice of a country people andas Inmuch
which has
of
dally, weekly, or
York.
whether
monthly, which hns a. general circu- wealth as any two nations In the
lation, and in addition to this a rep- world combined.
American manufacturers want an
resentative of the Associated Press,
board to settle internahe
Press association, arbitration
American
This arbitration,
tional
Hearst News Service, and Keuter's. however,disputes.
be based on Justice to
nvitations have been Issued to the all. We must
want a tribunal In which
dltor of every important paper pub
tho lending nations will be replished In the linked
The all
to
resented
committee will also supply to the In dispute peaceably consider issues
between nations. We
papers, monthly and weekly as well
the
dally, material in regard to this want that court to be backed Ifbyneed
congress, given out so as to reach sentiment of the world and.
be,
the
navies
and
of
armies
the
he entire country.
After this con
That kind of court
gress Is over, it Is believed no part great nations.
will make settlements which will stay
of the 1'nited States will be in Ignorsettled. It will command the world's
ance about the Interparliamentary
plan for establishing pence on a respect."
Mr. Van Cleave spoke strongly In
permament foundation of justice.
He
favor of the Monroe doctrine.
held that policy to be one which the
PKACK NKi:iK HAT 1IOMK
subsafely
never
can
AH MUt'H AS AllltOAD. t'nited States
mit to arbitration by the Hague conXew York, April 16. Commercial ference
or any other conciliatory
America takes no stock In the body. He declared It a principle
hophecies of the immediate dis- - which has done more to promote
irmament of the nations. This was world peace than any other one
made clear to the enthusiastic peace thing and gave it as his opinion that
advocates crowding the national arbi had not it been enforced the ITnited
tration and peace congress at the Ho Slates would either have been forced
tel Astor today.
James W. Van out of existence or would occupy n
(Heave, of St. Louis, side representa- - small place among the nations.
Ive of the manufacturing
interests
of the country at tho congress, pre
disagree with you?
Does coffee
dicted failure for America's forth Probably it does!
Then try Dr.
coming demand at the Hague peace Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cofinference for a limitation of the fee" is a clever combination of parchirmament of the nations. Thus far ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
be is tho only man to lift his voice real coffee, remember. In Dr. Shoop's
(gainst the universal peace proposal. Hen 1th Coffee, yet Its flavor and taste
His speech, delivered this morning Is matches closely old Java and Mocha
s follows:
"OlTec,
If your stomach, heart, or
"No man in this great assemblage knlneys can't stand coffee drinking,
woult' rejoice more sincerely than Uy Health Coffee.
It Is wholesome,
I." said Mr. Van ("leave, " at the nourishing and satisfying.
It's nice
etern-I
youngest
universal
and
of
n
stablishment
child. Sold by
for the
peace, but I am compelled by cir C. N. Rrinrbam.
o
cumstances to say that the United
Car Ijoad of up to date rurnlture
Slates can not safely lose sight of
to
week at Futrelle's.
our
this
keep
arrive
to
injunction
due
Cromwell's

Willi.
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Safe

You Are

MEETING

long tin you stick to tlw Rltter
because It has nn established record
of cures back ot It and besides there
Is our truarantce of Its absolute purity. For your health's sake don't ex
periment with unknown remedies any
longer.
.Ho

OF

THE

(OonOtur--

10.

Ilrorlpt.

"rtMh

warrants
From taxes

From city clerk
From city marshal
From A. M. Whltconifo.
building Inspector
From J. Cladding, city en- glneer
From pound sales .........
From Insurance commission!

Total

7.82X.23
36.253.38
17.94 4.00
6,195.00
132.00
30.00
2.00
2.524.66
$70,909.27

Itishiirhpnicnt.
(Pay Roll.)
'!eik
Treoaurt r
Attorney
Physician
'hemlst
Street and sewer commissioners
Kngineer (six months)
Police Judge
Police force
Kxtra police
Fire department
Street department
Sower department
Fire department
Police department
Jail
Water

Ught
Printing

Stationery
Pound
Klccllun

Iegal department

Supplies, city building.....
Interest on bonds
Kxchange, etc
lfy library
I'lty parks
Pest house
lienevolent association ....
Typhoid fever analysis ....
Knglneerlng department . .
Telegrams
Ughts during fair
Health oflicer
Advertising bonds
Kngrossing resolutions ....
Fine refund
Insurance viaduct
Total
Halance on

I 1,200.110

300.00
650.00
664.90
250.20
1.220.00
600.00
720.00
6.470.00
190.25
4. 6is.no

9,722.07
1,727.80
1,607.78
291.00
482.55
5.762.50
4,402.85
208.16
58.95
78.10
66.65
162.80
93.65
7,320.00
36.60
1.812.67
1,208.44
492.97
600.00
25.70
666.84
2.10
400.00
150.00
37.68
10.00
30.00
12.60
$54,242.61

hand April
$16,56S.66
The treasurer's report shows a balance on hand of $16,872.62.
This Is
made up of the balances In the various funds as follows:
l
$ 9,288.81
fund
Construction city hall
5,272.83
Funding bonds, 1899 4's...
365.25
Funding bonds, 1899 6's. . . 1,084.20
Funding bonds, 1901 4's...
406.89
Viaduct bonds. 5's
454.64
15. 1907

Total
$16,872.62
The balances In the vurious Issues
of bonds are not ncedeu in these
funds, for the payment of Interest,
and as no sinking funds have ever
been created, If these balances were
transferred to the general fund such
amounts could then bo used In meeting warrants drawn against that fund.
I'.alance as shown by treas-

urer
outstanding warrants
3077,
3406,
34:16,

:;r2i.

3534.
354 I.

3662.
35 6 3,
1664.

3084.
3409,
3473,
3525.
3536.
354 2.
355 3.
3565,
1788,

327(1,

3412.
3497,
3528.
3537.
3546,
3557.
3666.
2613.

Nos.
3299.
3415.
3520.
3533.
S539.
3551.
3558.
356!.

$16,872.62

306.

K

hand after deall outstanding
$16,565.66
At thf; request of the finance com1
mittee
would respectfully call your
attention to some of the items in the
report as concern finances during the
coming year.
The Item "Insurance commission"
includes the commission
for two
years. During the coming year the
city will only receive commission for
one year, and consequently there will
be reduction in that item and In the
revenue of the city as compared with
the past year of the sum of $1,262.33.
The discontinuance of the issuance
i'f gambling licenses and slot machine
licenses will make a reduction
as
compared with the past year of
S6. 162.50.
The amount paid by the city for
lighting purposes Is $600 greater than
the year previous, and as a number
of lights have been ordered recently,
there will probably be a Corresponding increase in that Item during the
coming year.
The amount paid by the city for
water during the past year is about
S200 hirger than for the year previous, and as a number of mains have
been ordered there will of course be
an Increase in that Item.
The pay roll of the city, as at present constituted, menus an Increase for
the coming year of about $1,700 over
that of the post year. The principal
Hnie of Increase being for a cltv engineer, who was only employed during part of the past year.
The city has not paid any rent for
city building since Januar" 1. 1906.
I
am informed by thu cltv attorney
that under the Judgment of the court
the city will owe fur rent about
1.7cn. Respectfully submitted.
HARRY F. LKK, Clerk.
ducting

warrants

Annual Report.
The city treasurer makes the following statement showing receipts
and disbursements of the city treasurer from April 15, 1SMI6. to April 14,
TJ07. Inclusive:
Interest on Funding Itomls. tH'.t'.t
H.ilance April 16. 1906....$
244. .VI
r'

Hostetter's

If

Received from tax levy,

Stomach I
Bitters

1.691. 85
$

to general fund

Transferred
Interest coupons paid
Kxchange and com

1,936.33
244.50
1.320.00
6.6 )

Is known over

CITIZEN.
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Our Prices

Our Work

i

are right

Name.

I. right
-

'

Occupation.

All Kinds

Residence.

almost the enIf your name is not in list below, fill out blank above
tire world as
a safe and resend same to the office of The F.vening Citizen.
and
liable family
$ 1,571.10
medicine and
. for over 53
365.25
Halance
years lias given
complete
Interest on Funding IWnd-- , 5's.
Atherton Saloon (A. A. Shamaley,
satisfaction It
Halance April 15, 1906....$ 773.80
cures
prop), 901 south Second street.
it
Received from tax levy.... 4.350.40
Atagon, Celso C, employe Santa Fe Atkins, Harry, marker Hubbs 1aun
Flatulency,
freight depot, res. 1401 south Third
dry, re 307 south First street.
6,124.20
Heart burn,
street.
Atlantic Saloon (Llx ft Motsenbacker.
Moating,
Aragon, Cresenclo, employe Santa Pe
props), 219 west Railroad avenue.
Dyspepsia,
Transferred to gen. fund. $ 773. SI
shops, res. 1518 south Third street. Auge, Henry II., prop, grocery, corner
1 ndlge-lloiInterest coupons paid..... 3.250.00
Aragon, Diego, employe American
F.xrhange and com
16.20
Broadway nnd TIJeras avenue, res.
Female 1114 or
fife.
412 east Grand avenue.
Lumber Co., res. Seventh street
Malarial l ever.
$ 4,040.00
and TIJeras avenue.
Frank, clerk St. Elmo, res.
We urge you Aragon, Ellas, employe Alvarado Ault.
602
west Railroad avenue.
"Always
stick
1,084.20
.$
Halance
laundry, res. 209 John street
Austin, Dan, foreman Springer barn,
to Ute Hitters" Aragon,
Mrs.
Guadalupe (widow),
res. 408 west TIJeras avenue.
Interest on Funding Itomls, 1901 4's.
res. 322 east Grand avenue.
Aurora. Sylvia (widow), res. 1423
$
234.44
Halance April 15. 1906
Aragon, Jose, employe American
south Third street.
Received from tax levy... 2.416.S1 From city physician money
Lumber Co., res. 613 west TIJeras Awrey. Elgin M., night watchman,
collected on account of
avenue.
res. 604 west Marble avenue.
$ 2,651.33
work dfme at pest house
Aranda, Miss Theresa, employe Im- Awrey, Edgar, employe American
by street department ....
perial
26.76
laundry,
res.
816
llarelas
Lumber
Co., res. 504 west Marble
234.44
Transferred to gen. fund..$
road.
avenue.
2.000.00
Interest coupons paid
$17,944.00 Arcade House. The (Dolxadelll ft Awrey. Harley C, res. 604 west MarKxchange and com
10.00
Mlchl, props), 311 south
Summary.
First
ble avenue.
Liquor licenses
7,960.00
street.
$ 2,244.44
Sundry licenses
9,193.75 Archer, James, contractor and buildD. cow Inspection fees
er, res. 717 east Railroad avenue.
322.00
$
406.8? log licenses
Halance
266.00 Archer. John K., res. 618 west Fruit Babb. Cart A., day
clerk Alvarado
Miscellaneous Coll
212. id
avenue.
hotel, res. Occidental bldg.
Interest on Viaduct IWiihIh.
Archer. Robert J., railway mall clerk, Babbitt,
H. M., policeman, res. 869
$
368,43 Paid treasurer as shown by
Halance April 15, 1906
res. 717 east Railroad avenue.
north Eighth street.
receipts of treasurer. ... $17,944.00 Archer, Wm. F., contractor, res. E18 Baca,
Received from tax .levy.... 1,208.4 4
Adolphe,
employe American
west Fruit avenue.
Lumber Co., res. 1427 south Third
$ 1.576.87
$17,944.00 Archlbeque, Alejandro, employe San
street.
Cancelled licenses, made out, but
ta Fe shops, res. 1401 south Third Iiaca.
Alejandro, employe American
368.43 never delivered to parties, as parties
street.
Transferred to gen. fund..
Lumber Co., res. Los Duranes.
750.0;) had discontinued business and refused Archlbeque, Claudlo, employe Santa Iiaca.
Interest coupons paid
Amado, laborer, res. 1025 Will-laExchange and com
3.80 to take same, Nos. 2.085, 2.123, 2,286,
Fe shops, res. 441 west Santa Fe
street.
2.287. 1.865, 1,866, 2,192, 1905, 1,953.
avenue.
Baca,
Adamo C. de, real estate, res.
2,011, 2,033. 2,172, 2.076, 2,003. 2.266, Archlbeque, Espirldlon. laborer, res.
$ 1.122.23
1124
Barelas road.
1,916, 1.996, 2,019, 2,156, 2,247, 2,249,
1314 south Second street.
Baca, Jr., A. O. de, real estate, res.
$
454.64 1,960, 2,132, 2,250, 2,297, 2,303, 2,304, Archlbeque. Jose, employe American
Halance
1124 Barelas road.
2,305. 1.368. the last being retail liqLumber Co., res. Saw Mill town.
Construction of City Hall.
Amallo, employe Alvarado
uor licenses, amounting In all to Archlbeque, Leonldes, porter San Paca,
$ 2.855.94
Halance April 15, 1906
laundry,
res. 201 River road.
ches barber shop, res. 1314 south Baca, Andrea,
2,416.89 $203.75.
Received from tax levy
employe Alvarado
Report was referred
to
finance
second street.
laundry, res. 1002 William street.
Archlbeque, Seraphlne, goatman, res. l.aca,
$ 5, 272. S3 committee.
Halance
Ansellmo, employe Crystal Ice
1816 Barelas road.
Library Fund.
Co., res. Barelas road.
Archlbeque, Sembrano, employo San Baca,
Received from tax levy....$ 1,812.67
Antonio F., employe freight
ta Fe shops, res. 439 west Santa Fe
1,812.67
Paid treasurer
depot, re 1423 south Third streeV
avenue.
Park Fund.
Antonio J., grocer, res. 917
Archuleta, Ramon, employe Ameri- Baca,
1.208.4
Received from tax levy....
south Third street.
can Lumber Co., res. 323 east Baca,
1,208.44
Paid treasurer
Antonio, employe American
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
Mountain road.
(ieneral Fund.
Lumber Co.. res. Martinez town.
A.,
pump
Arellanes.
Louis
repairer,
Halance April 15, 1906.... 4,525.08
Baca, Clsto, employe American LumNatlonnl league.
res. sou weBt Cromwell avenue.
Received from J. R. Armljo,
ber Co., res. 415 north Broadway
Won. Lost.
Pet. Arena, Tomaso, res. 1317 Marble ave
20,666.90 Chicago
Coll
street.
2
0 1.000
nue.
Baca,
D., employe Alvarado
Received from J. S. Heaven,
hotel,
2
0 1.000 Argyle, John M miner, res. Majestic
Cincinnati
4 80.90
res. same.
Col
Hoston
2
0 1.000
Z06
street.
noiei.
south
First
Received from T. McMillan,
Damaclo, truckman A. T. ft
1
1
Philadelphia
.500 Arias, Mrs. Dolores (widow), cook. Baca,
6,195.00 New York
S. F. Ry., res. 1226 Barelas road.
marshal
1
1
.500
res. sua south First street.
Baca,
Received from H. F. Lee,
Damian,
employe freight depot,
0
St. Louis
2
.000 Arias, Jose, employe Sturges hotel,
17.944.00 Pittsburg
res. 1225 Barelas road.
clerk
0
.000
res.
west
avenue.
zis
silver
David,
Received from A. M. Whit-commerchant,
res. 1018
Brooklyn
0
2
.000 Arias, Tanislao,
employe Santa Fe Baca,
building Inspector.
132.00
south Broadway.
shops.
res.
1904
south
Second
Gladding,
Baca,
Received from F.
David, laborer, res. 821 south
street.
American licugiic.
Broadway.
city engineer
30.00
Won. Lost.
Pet. Armetrout, Fred, employe American Baca
Donuclano,
res. 1002 I William
Received
from
transfer
2
1
.666
Lumber Co., res. Jul 1 north Sec
street.
1,621.17 letroit
bond accounts
1
Philadelphia
2
.666
ond
street.
Elanterlo, fireman Crystal Ico
2.00 Chicago
Received from pound sales.
2
2
.600 Armetrout, F. E.. employe American Baca.
Co., res. 603 north Arno street.
Received from insurance
1
1
Washington
.600
Lumber Co., res. 10U north Sec Baca, Elfego,
attorney at law, Armljo
2,524.66 Cleveland
Com
1
1
.500
ond street.
bldg., res. 401 north Sixth street.
1
1
New York
.600 Armljo, Augustln. laborer, res. 1021 Baca, Ellas,
laborer, res. 1308 south
$54,121.71 Hoston
2
.333
south Broadway.
Second street.
. 44,832.90 St. Louis
raid warrants
1
2
.333 Armljo, Albert R., clerk Welller ft Baca.
C., blacksmith's
Estanlsluo
Benjamin, res. 713 south Fourth
helper Santa Fe shops, res. 4 22
Halance April 15. 1907..$ 9.288.81
National 1eague.
street.
west Paclilc avenue.
Receipts.
At Hoston
R. If. E. Armljo, Amelia, employe Alvarado
Miss Eutlmla, domestic,
800
9,002.13 Hoston ..
Halance April 15, 1906
3
2
4
laundry, res. 4 37 Santa Fe nvemie Baca.
Park avenue; res. same.
Received from J. R. Armijo,
Prooklyn
3
2
2 Armljo, Ambroslo, clerk, res. 423 west
Baca,
attorney
17,
Felix,
law,
room
at
35,428.98
Coll
Batteries Pfelffer and Needham,
Marquette avenue.
Armljo bldg., res. 310 north Sixth
Received from J. S. Beaven,
Rucker and Hurley.
Armljo, Antonio, res. 311 north First
Btrect.
824.40
Coll
At Cincinnati
R. II. E.
street.
Ignaclo. employe Santa Fe
1
Received from T. McMillan,
Cincinnati
9 12
Armljo, Augustine, driver Trimble Haca,
shops,
res. 1400
road.
6,195.00 St. Louis
6
1
marshal
0
113
Co.,
'iransfer
north Second Baca, Jesus, helper Barelas
machine shops,
Batteries Mason nnd McLean;
Received from H. F. Lee,
street; res. same.
res.
1412
Barelas
road.
17,944.00
clerk
Marshall und Hostetter.
Armljo, Bruno, employo American Baca. John A., res. 601 west
Atlantic
At New York
Received from A. M. Whlt- R. II. E.
Lumber Co., res. Martinez town.
avenue.
como, building inspector
132.00 Philadelphia
5
3 Armljo,
4
Mrs.
(widow)
Candelarla
Baca,
Juan,
hack
res.
311
driver.
New York
7
6
4
Received from J. (Jladdlng.
res. 423 west Marquette avenue.
north Arno Btreet.
Batteries Duggleby and Jacklltsch Armljo, Miss Chona, res. 916 north
city engineer
30.00
Baca,
Juan, employe Albuquerque
2.00 Ames, Taylor and Bresnahan.
Received from pound sales.
Eleventh street.
Brick yard, res. 1893 south Scc- Armljo, Daniel, helper Santa Fe ma
Received from insurance
street.
nnd
American
2,524.66
Com
chine shops, res. 1224
road Haca, Llbrado C. de, res. 1201 Buret-- ,
At Washington
R. H. E. Armijo, Miss E., res. 322Barelas
south Sevas road.
Washington
9
2
12
$72,083.23
Tirtal
enth
street.
Louis, res. 500 west Puciflc
New York
6
4
0 Armljo.
lisliur--niciitEllas, employe American Baca,
avenue.
Batteries
Patten and Heydon;
Paid warrants, general .... $4 4,832.90
Co., res. 624 west TIJeras Haca, M., employs
Lumber
American Lum1.812.67 Clarkson and Klelnow.
avenue.
Paid library fund
ber Co., res. 1211 John street.
At Detroit
R. H. E. Armljo, Felipe,
1,208.44
Paiil park fund
employe
American
Baca. Napoleon.
employe American
1
7
2
Int. coupons 1901 4's.. 2,010.00 Detroit
Lumber Co.. res. Martinez town.
Lumber Co., res. Alameda.
J
7
3 Armljo, Francisco,
employe
Paid int. couions 18R9 4's.. 1.326.60 Chicago
Fe
Santa
Baca.
Pablo,
employe
Alvarado hotel,
Batteries
Seiver and Schmidt,
shops, res. 1401 south Third street
Paid int. coupons 1899 6's.. 3.266.20 Owen
res. same.
and nnd Sullivan.
Armljo,
Frank,
employe
Paid int. coupons viaduct
American
Baca, Perellrlna,
employe Alvarado
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Co., res. 506 west Crom
753.80
bonds
laundry, res. 1018 John street.
. 8 2 Lumber
Boston
well avenue.
Haca,
Ramon,
employe
American
8
3
0 Armljo,
Caspar,
$55,210.61 Philadelphia
driver Anheuser
Total
Lumber Co., res. lis Duranes.
Harris and Shaw, Plank
Brewing Assn., res. Duranes. north Haca,
Halance April 15, 1907 .... $16,872.62 andllatterles
Mrs.
res.
803
Ramona.
north
Sehreck.
or city.
Report was referred
to
finance
Eighth street.
Armljo, Mrs. Igruuio (widow), res. Haca.
com mittee.
Santiago,
res.
1323
Barelas
1401 south Third street.
road.
armijo, jacono, employe American Baca.
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Annual l.lccnxe IU'Htrt.
Mrs. Teolilo (widow), res. 1419
Lumber Co., res. 1313 south Third
City Clerk Harry F. Lee makes the
Barelas road.
street.
following report of licenses, dog tax
Baca, Tom, res.
411
north Arno
Armljo.
laborer, res. 1513
Jacobo.
licenses and dairy cow Inspection fees,
street.
BASE
BALI
STORY
street.
south
First
etc.. collected from April 15, 1906, up
Charles,
res.
Bach.
machinist,
309
Armljo. Jose, res. 824 Barelas road.
to and Including April 14, 1907:
west Atlantic avenue.
Armijo. Juan,
employe American Bachechl,
$ 7.950.00
Retail liquor, 159
Oreste, treasurer ConsoliLumber Co., res. west TIJeras ave
737.50
Hutchers. 118
A good bluff la often as much to
dated Liquor Co., res. 408 north
nue.
412.60 the point as the real thing, as may be
Slot machines, 66
street.
Second
337.60 judged from the ixperlence of Tommy Armljo, Miss Lla, res. 4 23 west Mar
Peddlers, 27
Hadaracco, Joseph, saloonkeeper, 225
quette avenue.
275.00 Tucker one day when he was playing
Wholesale liquor, 22
north Third street, res. 318 west
res.
155.00 with the Boston team against Louis- Armijo, Maria. laundry-womaPool and billiards, 62
TIJeras avenue.
814 Barelas roa-i- .
65.00 ville. Tucker was one of those IrriHacks. 26
Hadaracco,
Pete, saloonkeeper,
225
One horse dray, 66
165.00 tating sort of players who have the Armljo, Mariano !.. clerk (iruham
north Third street.
Bros., res. 801 north Second street. Badger
Two horse drays, 51
191.25 faculty of arousing the ire of fans.
Percy, clerk, res. 307 south
Armljo, Maxamlna. employe Alva
Pawnbrokers, 8
500.00 That day he was more peppery
Edith street.
than
rado laundry, res. 723 Santa Fe Hagley,
Rowlings alleys. !
22. d0 usual,
S.. res. 734 south Arno
J.
and as the home team was
avenue.
6.25 losing tho
street.
Shooting galleries. 1
gods were clamoring Armljo.
sun
Maxlmlamalano,
helper
ma
Penny "reside. 1
6.25 for his gore. Nothing else
Bailey, Carder ( , machinist Santa
would
chine shops, res. 1724 Barelas
Skating rinks. 3
90.00 satisfy them.
Fe shops, res. 1203 south Second
road.
Skating rink under canvas
60.00
st reel.
Tucker got half way scared at the Armljo. Mrs. N. T. (widow), res. Ilalley,
laming tallies. 23
5.750.00 tempest
Arthur M painter, res. J101
he had succeeded in stirrin:
217 south Fourth street.
Theatrical performances un
south Kilith street.
Armijo, PelegYlno,
res.
318 north Balrd. Mrs. Belle, employo Alvarado
80.00
der canvas. 8
Broadway.
Shows. 1 (admission 76c) .
75.00
laundry, res. 1124 Barelas road.
Armijo, Perfecto, Sr., sheriff Berna- Balrd,
Hottlings winks, 2
20.00
Miss Gladys, res. Ti'iV- - north
lillo
916
county,
res.
north Eleventh
Klectrio.u! contractors. 2 .
60.00
Third street.
street.
2
100.00."
Theatrical license.
Wm., res. 218 V4 west Gold
Armljo, Perfect. i, Jr., deputy sheriff. Baird,
Hill poster licenses, 1
20.00
uvenue.
res. 916 north Eleventh street.
25.00
Auctioneer license, 1
August J , machinist, res. 607
Baker.
Armljo, Rita, employe Alvarado laun25.00
Palmist. 1
north Twelfth street.
dry, res. 415 west Iron avenue.
1
25.00
Baker, B. A.. employe American
Armljo, Ramon, ilmrer, res. 1308
Hog license tax
266.00
Lumber Co., res. 607 north Twelfth
south Second street.
Cow license tax
222.00
Mreet.
Armijo,
employe
Siri.io,
Springer Baker, Iert, bookkeeper
Sale copies compiled ordiMaloy's
- 00
Transfer Co.. lis. 415 west Iron
nances, 2
grocery, res. 323 south Third street.
avenue.
10.,
Albuquerque Traction Co..
Mrs. E.
res. 605 south
Armljo, Mrs. Theofllo (widow), res, Baker.
High street.
refund cm account ot
415 west Iron avenue.
work done on Second
Baker, George W., marble cutter.
Armijo, Miss Tuney, waitress, res.
res. 609 north Twelfth street.
street bridge
21.50
106 Stover avenue,
160.00
Refund fair association ...
Baker, Miss Grace, res. 607 north
Armijo, Torvlo, laborer, res.
106
Twelfth street.
Stover avenue.
Baker, James H., grocery clerk, res.
Armljo, Miss VIetorlana, domestic
324 south Third street.
St. Joseph's sanitarium, res. same. Baker. Miss Ioulse, res. 60H north
Aimltidge, Mrs. J., res. 609 north
Twelfth street.
Twelfth street.
Baker, Miss Minnie, res 607 north
Armour ft Co., office 116'i north
Twelfth street.
Second street.
Baker, Otis, employe American LumArmstrong, Andrew J., res. 711 south
ber Co., res. 607 north Twelfth
Arno street.
street.
Arnold, Miss He'.tie, res. 112 north Baker, William, lineman. res. 507
Walter street.
south Second street.
Arnold, Mrs. Lucy IT., res. 72 4 west Bulcornb, It. (1.. architect, office 317
SCARED THE HOOTERS.
Copper avenue.
west Copper avenue, res. 0!) north
Miss Mary, res. 724 west
First street.
up and was on the lookout for a way Arnold,
Copper avenue.
I.aldrldge. J. C, lumber dealer. 4 23
to get out of the lot without being Arriot,
George, M.it.iger Gross, Kelly
south First street, res. 108 south
mobbed. He saw his rhance In a bat
& Co., res. 521 west Copper aveArno street.
which was nearly splintered In twi
nue.
A.,
Baldwin.
Charles
electrician.
yet to all appearances was as sound Arnot, Mathew, engineer water plant,
res. Greystone Rooming house.
as ever.
Tommy picked It up arid
res. 116 north Sixth street.
Roy
Ball,
M.,
bookkeeper
J. Korber
walked over to the coacher'g box.
Aselln, J. 11.. employe American
4i Co., res. 315 south Edith street.
"Scared of us." roared the bleach-erlte- s
Lumber Co., res. 617 north Sixth Ballard, Win., cook. res. City hall.
when they saw Tucker with a
street.
Balling, Fred, baker, res. 209 south
bat.
Askron, J. W., civil engineer, res. 816
First street.
"What? Me afraid? Watch this,
Balling,
street.
south Edith
Simon N., proprietor Pioneer
you saffron-hue- d
quitters," yelled
Harry, clerk master meBakery, 207 south First street, res.
Tucker.
Then he grabbed the bat
chanic's oftiee. res. 413 east Hazel-din- e
same.
at each end, and swinging it acrosj
avenue.
Balling, Stephen, baker, res. 207 south
his chest, snapped the stick In two.
Asplund, Rupert F.. professor of lanFirst Street,
No one molested Tommy when he
guages. I'nlvurally, res. 410 south Balling,
Steve, proprietor The Ice
left the grounds.
Seventh street.
berg, 212 west Railroad
avenue,
., employe American LumAtensia.
res.
1316
west Mountain road.
For Hale
W. V.
ber
Co.. res. Sixteenth street and
Futrelle.
Fruit uvenue.
(Continued Tomorrow.)
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
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up to April 16. 1907, and for
disbursements in from April 1, 1906,
to April 1, 1907.
Tlie treamirer's report of April 15.
1906, shows a balnnce
on hand of
t,002.19; from thin Bhould be deducted outstanding wnrrnnta at that
time to the amount of 91,173.96, leaving a balance on hand of $7,82S,23.
balance In various
funds April 15. 1906. after deducting outstanding
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new enterprise
tlve buy In ir, growing out of distrust of the conditions
nder which business was being done, he regards as a
irood slim. He further predicts that another good harvest will unquestionably defer reaction, but a poor harvest will be disastrous.
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50,000 Pounds

LUNCH AND

SAW TO DAT.

President Woodrow Wilson, of Princeton, whom
many democrats prefer as their candidate for the presl- enry, recently said: "No government can be success
The art
fully conducted without definite leadership.
SOME POLITICAL PROPHECIES
f statesmanship Is the art of bringing the several parts
ediday
an
the
other
had
Herald
Washington
The
for the ac
Having disposed, f a government into effective
torial on Political
objects
and partv
common
particular
of
complishment
under this head, of the recent rumor of the '
$5,000,000
combine to defeat the objects at that" In every state, county and city of the
nltod States there Is equal demand for party leaders
plans and purples of Tresldent Itoosevelt, the HeraH
men who are true to their parties and act for parly
(Continued.)
adds:
bjects.
tale la thut President
"Another Interestlng-lf-tru- e
ltoosevelt not only plans to annihilate Senator Fnraker
If anyone has doubt of the substantial and con- sent to th j
and Pick In Ohio, but to have his
growth of Albuquerque, let him but take a stroll
nuous
Hur-to- n
senate In the place of the former. Representative
hroiiKh the amplitude of the town east to west, north Ml
Is not to be forced out of the running entirely, acHe will be astonished, even though it naa M
cording to the veracious chronicler, but Is to be per- to south.
a
few
but
months since he made a similar pilgrim
been
a
mitted to flfrht for Dick s seat In 1911.
m
new
juwt
every
ne
nnu
age,
ouiioings
win
direction
in
"There are many others, all as probable as these. completed
In process of erection, while mor
.others
preto
venture
now
we
and
Here
Hut what's the use?
structures are being remodeled and Improved
Chose desiring reform togs of th.
dict that neither Edward H. Harrlman nor John 1.- business
latest pattern, cut to fit you by an
many previous years.
during
than
con
m ha AnMtalfv rtntent In the national
n
experienced hand, finest fabrics and
work guaranteed first-claor get
ventlons next year; that William H. Hearst will not ba
of all
recently
"The
era
News
said
The
Baltimore
If
your money back, apply to Little
guess
our
we
will
although
miss
power,
a dominating
Kecord-Herald
Danny. Six months In the business
legislation selling has passed." The Chicago
he does not .prove a force to be reckoned with; that
expresses the hope that the Baltimore News "re and a howling success.
legislanewspapers,
buying
of
less
will
be
rather
there
from a trustworthy aouroe.' It
tive bodies, and conventions In the coming year of our ceived Its InformationInformation,
s,
In order that he may be able to
regardless of its
evident
the
that
past;
lord than In many presidential contests of theno?
Intelligently
upon
practical
talk
adjournment
was
received
till
not
after
the
able
farming In the southwest to those deand, finally, that if Joseph Benson Foraker is
legislative
New
Mexico
council.
f
late
tho
siring
name
or
such
senator
information.
is said
States
United
It
as
himself
to succeed
that Secretary Hentng, of the bureau
his success und on that point we have our own opinTen thousand dollars spent last year In improving of Immigration, will plant a garden
ion the man to step into his place will not be Nicholm
spring In a window box in his IXXXJOOOCXXXXXXXXXOC
he streets of Albuquerque, and yet the morning paper this
room.
Lrfingworth.
The principal crop will be
suys
that street Improvement is more of a necessity than sweet peas, plums or tho Macpherson
We are thus confident because, notwithstanding
variety, which are difficult to raise
new city hall.
some rather discouraging developments, we retain a vast
here, and lemons.
amount of belief in and respect for the good sense and
Social war between the Harrimans ami the Klshej
as
whole."
people
a
Integrity of the American
will be continued on Fifth avenue next spring. Any WANTED Bright, up to date salesmen, wages no object, to sell absoId street or time will do for their railroad scraps.
lutely the cleverest novelty ever
It Is sad to be wounded In the house of your
put upon the market; a winner
OOCOOOX0XX000XXXXXK0XXXX
protege, especially If he is one whom you have greatly
from the start; you can make a forYet such Is the condition of Danny Mac- assisted.
tune; only a little book, entitled,
OUR WONDERFUL WEALTH IN
"How to Do the Public and Still
The Albuquerque morning paper's
pherson this day.
Reform;" the secret of my great
GREAT WATERWAYS SYSTEMS
Santa Fe satellite and second self, the Engle Ironically
success told In short, crisp senbo called because It never soars, but always seeks muck (MX0XXXXOOOOOOCK00000000(XXXi
tences In this volume; no grafter
scratching Jn Its Saturday Issue, under a big headline,
should be without It. Call or adThere Is trouble In the land. The president, clothed
coun
dress, Little Danny, Albuquerque,
of
board
published the charge that the Santa Fe
the neck In buckram, and "horribly stuffed with
N. M. I am also tho author of that
ty commissioners had made the New Mexican Printing plthets of war," hurls his more or less withering defl
popular little book, "Making Money
company public printer for the county, and had awardt his friend of yesterday, his enemy of today and his
nut'of Mud."
printer,
without
county
said
county
to
printing
ed the
a
of tomorrow. The public, some
,
calling for bids. This course on the part of the county-board- thing weary of the tumult and the shouting, and the
Little
Danny
Ditties.
the charge published In the Eagle declared to continual din of the "dreadful harmonies of war," Mama, are there any angels black
w
here
is
And
like
here
statute.
roe?
In
of
territorial
violation
be
ighs like the linjasfof Bhong, In the comic opera, who I've been as good a
Constructed on Scientific
little boy as I
Danny, the reformer, gets sad; for what the Santa Fe sings:
be.
could
county board is charged with doing, the Bernalillo
Principles.
If I'd climb up skyward on the golden
"Peace, peace, give us Rome peace
Danny was given the county
war.
board actually did.
We know It can't last very long "
Do you tnink they'd find a place for
printing out of hand and no competition was allowed
But let us turn aside from the sanguinary
little me to stay?
There Is but one
There was one difference, however.
See Them.
Call
of the victims of Theodore the Strenuous welterprinting company in Santa Fe. Alubqeurque has more ng in their epithets, for war is, as General Sherman Oh, where or where can by little
boy be?
than one.
so tersely and truly described it, while peace and the Oh,
where, oh, where can he be?
peace,
ictorles of
sometimes no less renowned than With reform cut short and his graft
The local fraternity of Zeta Chi of the University those of war, as wo are told, are more pleasant to
cut long
Interof
recently
pamphlet
much
a
Issued
of Missouri
contemplate than brawls. Let us try to consider the I'm looking for little Frid-e- e
en
O
est.
The following facts are taken from It for the
good our president is accomplishing rather than the
The noise he is making. The proposed work of his inland
couragement of the University of New Mexico.
Danny's
of
recent vaudeville
tOne
llrst building of the Missouri university Vas erected in waterways commission as mapped out is satisfying to hits.)
Way
upon
down
Kio Grande,
the
fifty-five
years afterward, It enrolled the eye, and the victory of this peaceful campaign
1840, yet in 185,
Not so far away,
or In the next eleven against freight congestion and freight rate raising will Dar's
but 631 students. In 1906-0whar Dan and Little Friday
years, the enrollment rose to 2.218.
For the present be a material victory for the United States.
Made dut grandstand play.
Dey
took
1905-0de Immigration bureau
per
17
6
has been
school year the increase over
James J. Hill, a man who has done things, and
month, from July 13, 1906.
An" den dey say,
cent, excelled anions the larger universities only by who can see the results of great undertakings beyond "We
William Curtin, Fort Bayard. 12
I
want to do dis here rcformin'.
per month, from March 18, 1907.
Iowa, the percentage of whose growth was 18, while the heap of gold that represents the probable expense
But we got to make It pay."
112 per
Carlsbad.
Gilbert,
K.
James
per
14
New
cent.
Mexico's of accomplishing them, says there will be no freight
Dartmouth came third with
month from February 25, 1907.
Call a 'Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
Chorus:
growth over last year was 56 3 per cent, and if only congestion when the government develops Its system of
Otto Smith, Demlng, J10 per month
Oh. dis world, am sud and dreary,
1907.
6.
March
from
the territory can improve the physical and educational waterways and that there would not be a freight prob- Ebery whar, we roam.
The postoftlce In ltoosevelt county
conditions In something of the same proportion, tip: em now If "the government had not neglected to Im Oh, listen to dem folks all shoutin,'
formerly
called Riley, has beeu
reform
at home.
"Start
next eleven years will see great things for this Sun prove the waterways.
changed to Clovls.
IIO Wist Gold Avenue
shine land.
A fifteen-fochannel from St. Louis to New Or- ,
OFFICK CHIEF QUA KTEItMAS-TKKcans, as Mr. Hill sees It, would cost perhaps $100,- Denver. Colo., April lo, 1907.
The appropriations by the last congress were so 000,000, but if it should be completed a single power
nun nmiv iiiTrnumif
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
great that few can rememcber the largest part of them. ful tugboat could pull thirty tralnloads of freight upon
received here and at office of the,
i ii i r n v i r m
m I h i
post
There was one, however. In which the west Is especially
and heavy freight requiring only moderate speed , UUII VIUKI Mlll.lllll.il m Quartermaster at eachMay
15. 1907,
until 11 a. m..
interested.
It was $500,000 for permanent improve would go to the seaboard. by way of the gulf. There
for furnishing corn, oats, bran, hay
ments In forest reserves, and the forestry department would be no longer any freight congestion between the
required
hay,
bedding
and straw or
announces that a considerable part of this sum will gt east and the west.
during the fiscal year ending June 30.
No Trust Owns This.
at Fort Apache. Fort Muacnuca
They very properly say that
for permanent roads.
It is spring.
Mr. Hill, who is eminently practical, knows the
The Citizen's spring 1908, Whipple
Barracks, Arlona; Fort
the government, in the forest reserves, has the largest value of water transportation us a factor in the solu time poel is gathering (lowers, so it is and
and Denver, Colorado; Fort
out
tho question to put this In logun
and most valuable property in the country; but to con
Wlngate. New MexIon of the freight distribution problem us well as any verse.of The
Bayard
Fort
and
trees ure green
Utah. Inforvert it into Improved property and thus enable it to other man in this country. His sugestions are not us. The grass is greener, allthearound
fruit ico; and Fortor Douglas,
at offices of respective
mation here
yield anything like its possibilities to the people, a good hose of a dreamer.
trees have blossomed and are now post
to be
Envelopes
quartermasters.
getting down to business In real earn
deal of capital must be Invested In development, and
. .
We are accustomed to think orllie Mississippi, the est.
Is blue a deep blue, marked. "1'i'oposals for Forage at
sky
The
especially in the matter of good, permanent
roads Ohio, the Hudson, the Missouri and a few other hirce kucIi as only a New Mexico sky can
C. A.' H. McCAuL'eT. Chief Q. M.
Hence, the $500,000 appropriation can be looked upon rivers as our "system of waterways," forgetting that be. The uir is fresh and full of elixir
merely as the entering wedge.
there are in the United States countless lesser streams so that it makes a fellow throw buck
his shoulders .take a deep breath and
md countless canals and places where canals should feel
glad
he is alive. The nights
The action taken by the city council fur improving be, all of which are important in connection with the are eiol, that
peaceful and fragrant with
by
Albuquerque
preparing to erect a new city hall, Ini great and rapidly growing transportation problems of the budding of nature.
There is a
half huzo between the inesa and the
prftve the streets stlil more and to install an adequ.it? his land of marvelous progress.
sun
rises,
when
mountains
the
und a
sewer system, can not be too highly commended. The
The Boston Advertiser, in this connection, declares glorious blend of colors each evening
present city government has mapped out a task which that if the counsel of Henry Clay had prevailed und us tin! lost rays flit across the west.
Kemlngton
when completed will do a world of good towards mak the Suult Ste.' Marie canal had not been made, there It is reguluj- Frederick
weather ihe kind that makes the
ing Albuquerque what she should be.
The city ad would be no Duluth, Superior, Isphemlng, Marquette poor,
gaze longingly
effete
easterner
and Blocked in
Jlats ClcuiK-ministration deserves and will get the hearty support of and Ashland In the country that was then considered at one of those masterful sketches
every patriotic townsman and taxpayer within the city "beyond the pale of civilization." calling attention to and sigh for the great southwest, ua
any Stylo Panamas a Spelimits.
The Citizen believes that It voices tho sent! the fact that during the eight months of "the year that the other side of the Uockies. it is
Clothing
steam
cialty
New Mexico springtime
the grandments of every reader, when It sjiys that the sooner this canal is not icebound, there passes through it u est
season of all the year, unless it is
(Icuntil and IVossi-d- .
these Improvement are made, the better.
The city trutlic three times as great as that of the Suez canal.
the summer, the fall or the winter in
to
Attended
Orders
Sunshine territory.
fathers have the right Ideas and should be supported
How many Americans are engaged in railroading the
it kill
trouble like a lobu. does a young calf
Promptly.
In their campaign for municipal Improvement.
r in business that has to do with freight distribution Go
out und liHik at It. Be glad you
have realized the importance of the Sault Ste. Marie ure alive.
Take a big dose of thut
The New Mexico College of Agriculture has gotten canal? Not one in 100 surely.
uir, snort, trot u couple of times
out bulletin 61, on Dry Farming in New Mexico. It was
Continuing, the Advertiser recalls the words of around the corral und then stampede
&
fears and worries all over the
prepared by Prof. J. J. Vernon, which guarantees Its John C. Calhoun, who said that in this republic space your
range. Spring is here. Get out and
I V
accuracy.
excellence and
Teh bulletin contains fifty would one day he conquered by a perfect system of listen to the birds.
llve pages of matter exceedingly Interesting und highly roads and canals, and declares that his dream has
important to every farmer in New Mexico. In addl been In a measure realized, since it Is now possible
tlon there are thirty pagelplutes of crops grown by dry to go from Pittsburg to Montana by boat, a distance
Genuine American block, per
farming In the vicinity of Im Vegas. The eighty-fiv- e
of some 4.300 miles, and from St. I,ouis to New York,
S6.R
COMMUNICATIONS
ton
pages constitute a work which is every way of tho by rivers, canals ana lakes connecting one with
S6.50
Cerrlllos Lamp
S8.50
highest credit to the New Mexico College of Agriculture
Anthracite Nnt
$9.00
Anthracite mixed
where It was prepared, and to the New Mexican Print
But Ihe development of our waterways is stili
1 am in favor of changing
the nam,: Anthracite, stove .ami .furnace
Ing company of Santa Fe. which put It into pernianen embryonic. Even upon our larger rivers the Ohio for
'
$9.60
our principal business street.
sizes
ability for which that prlntery Instance transportation of heavy freight lt often im- of
form with the artl-stl$$.00
am vigorously opposed to giving it Clean Gas Coke
so
possible
during
has become
deservedly popular.
the dry months of summely and the two names.
Central avenue Is my
WOOD.
t
extremes of low water and high water are being Initio Green Mill Wood, per load .... $2.25
choice for the new name.
Critics are saying that the great speech of Delma.
creased while the destruction of Ihe timber upon the (irande has the sumo objection that
uninformed
lias
to the
&
IV.
In defense of Harry Thaw, was a marked und etTectiv
watersheds Is ulowed to continue und the work uf im Hailroud
would mean tho river front, as
Phone 98
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
return to the custom of the American bar of an earlle proving the streams is allowed to drag along as ith,is the other means railroad frontage.
Both rhone.
Central avenue is short, sounds well,
day. In that he went largely to the Scriptures of the Ol dragged for the last llfly years.
Congress has been niggardly and procastiiiatiiig in means Homcthlug und the correct
and New Testament for sentiment. Illustration und Ian
the line of deinarkation
guage. "This master of words," said the Denver Be the mutter of improving the rivers and building canals, something
between the streets that are now
publican, "who has been ucclatmed from one end of th but congress is not wholly, nor terhaps greatly, to numbered north and south. My main
nation to the other as the great Jury lawyer of toduy blame. The people are Just now beginning to get away protest is against two names for the
I would rather have Kallroad
has gone where his predecessors had gone for their In from the idea thai the rivers and harbors bill is al- street.
avenue or rveii log street (not InBEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
To the imuglnutive Oalll together a. "pork barrel" measure, and from the er appropriate)
splrutlon and metaphor.
than have the eternal
16.50
PER TON
mind nothing better could be found to make up hi roneous notion that the development of railroad trans- complications that would result from
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
masterpiece Uiau here a line from the Hebrew translu portation has rendered obsolete the slower hut surer Its having two names. Two names for
fellow's
the
other
in
Dividends
tfl.60
PER TON
III Albuquerque a
one street was
water transportation.
tlon and there a sentence from th lri k of the New and cheaper
The president few years agotried
pocket on the rent you are
and caused such a
grasps the Importance of the Interior waterways as a storm of protest that It was soon
Testament.'
paying.
preventive of freight congestion and as a check upon abandoned. Or let the Kallroad aveA small cash payment and
nue real estate owners vote on th"
extortion.
The public will grasp It and congress will new
The snow full bulletin fur Colorado, ismied April I
name
a mouth will buy a
$20.00
has this to say of the itio Urande watershed condition.!, deliberate und appropriate In accordance with an eduW. K. H'W'K
house, with bath.
on which New Mexico is so largely dependent for th cated public sentiment.
Irrigation of lu-- r greatest valley: "The flow in the HI
Interlocked with the Interior waterways policy of
AFTER MAY IS
Grande will be ubove normal. Creede The indication the federal government must be the forestry policy, In NEW PENSIONS
REALTY CO.,
are for a flow similar to lust spring's. Wagon Whee which large men are greatly Interested at present, und
J. E. ELDER. Armljo Building.
to which Interested small men are opposed, while the
3ap The volume of water In Goose creek to the sout
ANO POST0FF1CES
W1IKX YOi: WANT 1
EAT WrXL
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
and the upper reaches of the Itio Grande Is likely to b unenlightened masses are Indifferent. To bring our
years.
Jasper The Indications ur waterways to their highest point of efficiency the for
nr. Williams' Indian Pilt eat with enjoyment and keep well,
the greatest In live
1 F .i MutuiiM.t JtiU cure mind provide yourself with rolls or bread
stltute their source of supply in summer AIHII.PH IIAItSCH AMI
Summltvllle During th els that
for fully an average How.
I, ....inn
illet'dllil'
the best kind, the kind we bake
i:,
Kugi
Ai.ia'Qi
warm wind of the 24th-2titI
uahi),
the depth r Know decreas and form a barrier against Moods in winter must be
PillH. lL kltSliri.N lh li.iin.r i fresh every
i. AMll.Mi HKNKt'HlAIUKS.
day. If you haven't been
uluys
tlie
iutitUK
c. acu
.tout
saved.
saving
we
I'
Is
In
lury.
expected
w
A
obviate
them
shall
the loss of
d eighteen Inches.
Plutoro
in line with the wise ones. Order t'y
Incalculable agricultural wealth by flood and drought,
hit. Dr. illiunis' lndcin Pile (l.i.t. phone If you like.
Moffat
The snow is hard parked."
uient ix nrenurinl for Pi un.l 1. k.
improve our cllmnie, and prevent vandals from deThe f ll. wing pensions have been
lug of ihe prualo p. iris. Kve.y box U
PIONEER BAKERY,
EXCURSIONS
granted:
wurrnnl.-illu li.u.uM.ia l.w ... il
ranges.
stroying
beauty
liuajicial
our
of
the
scenic
mountain
affairs,
our
Indus
thinks
and
ilemy Clews
ot prim. Ml ccull niltl f I.OU. UlilllflMC
$10
Trujlllo,
Trementlna.
Carlos
r!nt
207 South llrst Street.
waterways
improving
the
is gigantic, per month,
The work of
This h
trial, are iii better condition than they were.
(MNUFACTURIN6 CT. Prop. :i.veiuTu. oiuj
from March 6. 1907.
money market, caused in turn but the results will be in happy proportion to the labor
Curtis D. Ward, Albuquerque, J1J
attrlbutts to an ea.-iIt you want rtu!ta lo fcdTertitiug.
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN
SON.
largely by the new policy uf the national treasury and expense, und the growth of tho country und the per month, from March 1, 1907.
trv to Evening Citizen want ad.
HOME-MADFEE'S
$12
Albuquerque,
PEERLESS
Adolph
Harsch,
Mexico
City
und
April
$40.25,
return
of
commerce
expansion
and
industries
her
mone
her
demand per
.
o
Kecent liquidation in the stock market ulded the
CANDIES,
month, from March 1. 1907.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
SotU to May IMlh. l imit July SI..
that the program be carried out. Courrier-Journa- l.
fkk'k iM)i, ;oM lunrr wj V
1 2
niarket, as ha also the growing conservatism of banke
per
Jose Pineda. Im Vegas,
J. K.'I'ritDY. Agfnt.
IIUHE.
AT W ALTON'S IMU U STOItK.
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
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WILL PAY THE BOY,
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We are the oldest firm of music dealers

below-named-

in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory, Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

SWITCHMEN VERE TIRED PHYSICIANS SAY ARCHE-- OWNERS RESPONSIBLE INDIANS'

-- NO

EFFORT MADE

BEQ1I E IS FATALLY

TO INCITE STRIKE

FOR DAMAGES DONE

STABBED

CITIZEN.

FATE NOW

IN

THE HANDS OF

JURY

BYJJTOCK

The report circulated about town
. number
of the Santa Fe
switchmen working in the local yard a
had walked out last night, and had
Induced other switchmen to strike,
was denied by T. E. Purdy, local
agent, thifl morning. In talking about
the report, Mr. Purdy said:
"There was no strike. Five of our
men refused to go to work last night
and they were discharged. All talk
t them endeavoring to Incite other
switchmen to quit work Is untrue.
The men did not cauxe any trouble.
They were told to report this morning and draw their pay, which they
did. I am told that all left town
after receiving their salaries."
The men who quit were Yardmaster
Settlemore, Switchmen Randall, Sic
Faxland, Madden, Ward and Phillips.
All five of them had been here only
two weeks, while their actions last
night Indicate that they are members
of the boomer gang.
Still Agent
Purdy dislikes to call them that, as
they did good work while here.
A. R. UcEwiin was appointed tern
porary yardmater after Settlemore
quit, and four men from the extra
board were put on as regular switch
men.

When Miguel Sedlllo, a stone ma
son, went to his home on west Moun
tain road last night about 10:30

o'clock and found Juan Archebeque
with his wife, he felt that he had
been deeply wronged and stung to a
rrenny by the passion of Jealousy, he
assaulted Archebeque with a knife,
giving him a wound, which the doctors say is fatal. The woman was
the only witness to the crime and ai
she seems loath to discuss the trag
edy, of which she was the cause, de
tails are lacking.
Sedlllo and the woman occupy a
small adobe house Just west of
summer garden.
He spent
the evening down town and returned
home n little earlier than usual. When
he walked into his house he found
Archebeque and the woman In the
front room In an attltutde to excite
his Jealousy, and before the man
could make his escape, he was upon
mm with an open knife.
The bloody fight which ensued, the
lover to defend his life and the husband to defend his honor, is told by
the scene presented by the room. The
walls are spattered with blond and
bloody finger marks first on one piece
of furniture and then on another tell
the tale of the desperate
struggle.
Pools of blood are on the floor and
' TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
blood Is smeared on the door knob,
where the victim or his slayer had
mid nis hands in escaping from the
scene.
One gash several inches deep laid
The following quotations were reabdomen open at the
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers, Achebeque's
tenth
rib, and on either side of this
ever their own private wires from cut are
gashes running diugonally,
New York. Room 87, Barnett build- most any of them sufficiently deep to
ing, Albuquerque, N. M. :
cause death. The sheriffs office was
telephoned shortly after the fieht.
and
the wounded man was taken to
New Tor Stocks.
$9.74 the hospital, where he lies this afterMay ootton
,..123 noon at the point of death.
American Sugar
What became of Sedlllo nfter id vine
93
Amalgamated Copper
Archebeque the fatal thrust Is what
130
American Smelters
the
V4
sheriff Is trying to find out this
38
Foundry
American Car
afternoon.
93
Atchison com
Persons living in the neighborhood
AO Mi
Anaconda.
of the Sedlllo cottage sny that they
99
Baltimore and Ohio
nave
Deen expecting trouble between
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
60'.i
177 Si the two men for some time. Archebe
Canadian Pacific
que having been a frequent visitor
35
Colorado Fuel
there. They knew the Jealous char23
Krle com
acter of Sedlllo and were satisfied
116
Louisville and Nashville
1
that ir the two men ever met at the
Missouri Pacific
house a tragedy would undoubtedly
118
New York Central
Undoubtedly Mrs. Se129T4 be the result.
Northern Pacific
dlllo and Archebeque were not ex38
Ontario and Western
pecting
early
the
return of Sedlllo
124
Pennsylvania
lost night.
104
Reading com
The wounded man was an employe
21
Rock Island com
k2
of the American Lumber company.
Southern Pacific
St.

Panl

134
21
144

Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal
Union Pactnc
17. S. a com
U. S. 8. pfd
Greene Cananea
Calumet and Arizona
Old Dominion
Copper Range
Utah Con
North Hutte
Total sales 657,900.
'
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Bad-aracc-

SWITCHMEN

FIGHT

37 M

100

INBAKERY SHOP

15

156
53
81
61
86

Summary of Conditions.
16.
New York, April
American
to
above parstocks In London

ANTONIO AUMLIO WILL 1IAVK TO
ANSWER FOK LEAVING HORSE
I NTIK1) ON RAILROAD AVE-NV-

T

ity.
No

truth

In

note rumor by I'nlon

Pacific.
Paris bourse firmer.
Lighter demand for stocks in hum
crowd.
Steel and iron trade reports more
confidence In situation and outlook.
Boston authorities on copper say
decline would not effect dividends.
London looking for early reduction
in Bank of England rate.
Amalgamated Copper dividend expected thla week. No change considered likely.
Treasury has purchased to date
$22,O(iO,0O0 government fours and re-- !
unci. m1 (33.000,000.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. April 16. Cattle receipts 14.000 including 600 southerns.
Market steady. Southern steers $4.00
iio.Su; southern cows $3.00 ft) 4.40;
stockers and feeders $3.80!i 5.35;
bulls $3.00'iii4. 30; calves $3.75 Oi 7.00;
western fed steers $4.25 ft 5.80; western cows $3.00 41 4.75.
10,000.
recipts
Market
Sheep
steady. Muttons $5.25(fi 6.25; lambs
$.V2S
$6.80(ii)8.35; range wethers
7.00; fed ewes $5,001( 6.10.
f
Omaha Livestock.
Omaha, April 16. Cattle receipts,
7.000. Maret steady to shade lower.
Texas
Western steers $3.255.25;
steers $3.00 4j 4.25; cows and heifers
3.25;
di
$2.25
canners
$2.504.76;
stockers and feeders $ 3.00 5.00;
calves $3.00ti6.50; bulls $3.00 Up 4.50.
receipts
7.000.
Market
Sheep
strong. Yearlings $6.50tfi7.75; wethers $5.7510 7.00; ewes $5.25 iv 6.40;
lambs 17.60 i. 8. GO.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April 16. Cattle receipts
3.OO0. Market steady to strong Beeves
cows $ 1.80 Tv 4.90 ;
$4,3046.70;
heifers $2. 7005. 35; calves $5.0 0 44
7.00; good to prime $.r.40(ii 6.70; poor
to medium $4.30ii'5.35; stockers and
feeders $2. 9005. 10.
Sheep receipts
Market
15.000.
steady to strong. Western $4.50t'6.50;
yearlings $6.7507.60; lambs $6.601
8.50; western $6.750 8.65.
Produce Market.
Chicago, April 16. Closing quotations:
July
Wheat May 7S
Corn Muy 4 7; July
July
Oats May
Pork May $15.87; July $15.92
Ijird May $8.62; July $8.75.
May $8.45047; July $8.65.
Hll
Money Market.
Vow York, April 16. Money
on
asy
prime mercantile
cull
paper f; silver
Spelter Market.
St. Louis, April 16. Spelter dull,

43;

47.TSiS
40.

202;
65.

George Newton and Louis Bossert.
two switchmen employed by th?
Santa Fe, became intoxicated
lat
night and about 11 o'clock they en- erea tno Boiling bakery, on South
First street, and began a tight. Ofli- cer W. C. Kennedy arrested the com
batants and locked them up for the
night.
They will be arraigned before Po
lice Judge Craig this afternoon at 5
o'clock, charged with disturbing the
peace and fighting. Newton and Bos
sert are two of the four men whj
were arrested last week upon complaint of Miss Martin ,a waitress at a
hotel, who said they insulted her. It
will be rememebered that Miss Martin
struck one of the young men in tlv'
.
face.
Antonio Armijo wa.s arrested last
night by Otlicer Knapp for leaving his
horse and wagon in front of the stur- ges hotel, untied. Armijo had Judge
W. C. lleacock defend him and se
cured a continuance of the case until
omorrow morning.

JUSTICE OF PEACE
COURT OF PRECINCT

12

I'wo cases were tried In police court
yeslerday by Justice of the Peace Mc- "lellan one for the payment of a
debt, and the other over an irriga- ion ditch. Both cases lasted several

hours and were marked with wordy
wrangles between the opposing attorneys.
The first one was

naud against

that of

John Boyle.

K. Rey- -

ng to Mexico, Ueynaud garnlsheed
Boyle's wages. Judge lleacock represented Boyle, while Attorney Kellx
Judgo
lister representeduponReynaud.
lleacock Insisted
the case being
by
Jury,
listening
a
decided
and after
to the wrangles between the two lawyers, the Jury brought in a verdict
favoring the defendant.
Attorney
Lester signified his intention of appealing the case to the district court.
The second case, which began at 7
o'clock last night and ended at 1
o'clock this morning, was that of M.
Mayordomo vs. l'edro Uabaldon, over
an acequia on the Rancho de Atrisco.
Attorneys Modesta Ortiz and Felix
Baca represented the plaintiff and de
fendant, respectively.
The case was
ontlnued by Justice McClellan.
BARHYDT

IS

GIVEN DIAMOND RING
Metal Market.
16.
6
April
York.
Lead dull
6.10; copper 24025.
Tears of mingled grief and joy
roled down Clarence Barhydt's face
St. Ixuls Wool Market.
esterdny afternoon as he stood in the
St. Louis, April 16. Wool steady,
unchanged.
door of the Santa Ke shops office
nuilillng. holding in the palm of his
NAVIGATION
WATI'Jt
hund a diamond ring. The gem was
CITS
TIIK PRICK OF COAL.
token of remembrance and rever
Columbus, O., April 16. Naviga- ence from the office and shops em
tion opened on the lakes yesterday ployes to Mr. Barhydt. and he was
and the operators have been reducouched deeply by the gift.
ing the prices of coal. The reducMr. Barhydt. who has been chief
tions were from $2 to $1.50 per ton lerk at the shops for several years.
at the mines; three quarters screened has been promoted to the position of
to $1.35; run. of the general accountant for the motive delump from $1.
mine from $1.65 to $1.15; domestic partment of the Santa Ke coast lines.
nut from $1.50 to $1.05; pea from His neiv position will take him to Ia
$1.35 to 95 cents; nut, pea and slack Angeles and as a token of remembrfrom $1.10 to 75 cents; coarse alack ance, employes of the Santa Fe, who
from hi cents to 55 cent, other re- have been associated with him for the
past several years, clubbed together
duction will soon follow.
ami bought a diamond ring, which
MISS rXJlXTAIVS AP- which was given him on Hie eve of
11)1 X 'I'M KM T COXI'IUMKII ills departure from the local offices.
Washington, I). C, April 16. The There were also a number
of pieces
lipotntment of Miss Fountain as a of cut glass for Mrs. Barhydt.
i it rk ia the land office at Im
uces
Mr. and Mrs. Barhydt leave
for
ha been confirmed.
their new home toi.lght.
.New

d

RED MAN'S DAY IN
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CODE HERE
Meat

The Citizen desires to give as

4

much publicity as possible to the
proposed change of the name of
Itallroad avenue in order that
when the change Is made the
avenue may have a better name,
a more popular name and one
which will be more creditable to
the principal street in the city.
Rio Grande avenue. Main street,
University avenue and other like
titles have been suggested. The
Citizen believes that the matter
Is of enough Importance to the
business men of the city, to war- rant them in taking an active In- Any one having
terest.
unv
comment to make upon the sub- may
coldo
so
through the
Ject
umns of thla paper. Make your
statements short and to the point
and send them to the office of
The Kvening Citizen.
4 4 4 4 4 4

e

4
4
4
4

4
4
4

4
4

4
4

4
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Ittltttliri

$84

MUSICIANS WILL

phone

ATTEND

THE ELK

40 oooooooc?

We Have

The Bank of Commerce

The Goods

n

OI ML TO HOUSE OWN Kits.
II - Albuquerque Carriage
Company, Hrt and
ha uccui-cthe service of a II
class
mid giiiirantccH all work, or no pay.
m-

TiM-rai-

--

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

That people want and the disposition to sell them at a fair
price. You're a transient
today nnd a regular tomorrow, for

33000CX00XOi

cos-tom- er

"9 F.

We Know

liorM-nhiM--

Tomei & Brothers

w r. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors"

Satisfaction

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Place Your

-

Order Early.

will hold your

trade and are'
very, very careful to see that
satisfaction is what you get
Don't forget our meat department. K. C. meats at moder
ate prices.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Under Savoy Hwtel,

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

1907

Convenience - Comfort - Security

THE

.

The telephone make the
.duties lighter, the care leaa

telephone
The
preserves
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home,

and the worries fewer.
YOU

OF

NEkD

A TEXEPIIOXE

IX YOUIt HOME;

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

WINDSOR

Across our Counters
there never passes a Hingis article for
which wo have to apologize. Ws ars
always sure of the kind of

Groceries we Handle
They cannot get into thla store unless
they come up to our high standard.
So when we pasa them on to you ws
can count on your approval. Nobody
buys here Just once. They always
come again.

..OUR..

CONSTANT

DR. BEATON

Rev.

Iviil

lat of his
terwl.tn Wrt lit..
the

Is to sell good goods at a
less price than you can
buy them any other place.

1). I
delivered
series of university ex- -

It.'iiloii.

in fhn

'im irrttait tn;i
church last evening, previous to his
trip to southwestirn New Mexico and
1

11

I

The lecture was
the Grand canyon.
an unusually interesting one, dealing
with the relation of religious and
cular educution.
moral training to
During the course of his address the
sneaker t rented tils audience to an
elaborate analysis of the mental pro
cesses, clearly Klnwlng the relation or
the feelings, emotions and appetites
to the intellectual inclusions.
In his unusually convincing style
Dr. Beaton showed the value of an
early start in tin- training ami dis
cipline of the child and enlarged upon
maintaining the
the 1m)Hrtance
proper balance ol' the mental equipment. A nuniliiT "1 his Witticisms a!
the expense of the prodigy or abnormally developed child were received
with l;,nirl,tu he Ins hearers. At the
close of the lecture Dr. Beaton read
several poetical m ii uons, to the enjoyment and protli of an appreciative
audience.
Watch the directory list being run
In The I'ltiZHii and see if your name
Th"
and street addrehs are right.
B's are being run today.

The Champion Grocery Co.

If iairrsi

AIM

GIYES

-

rt

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each-- obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

of New Mexico

WINKELMAN, ARIZ.

The body of Mrs. Mary M. Wright,
aged 41 years, who died Sunday
at her home, 321 South Walter street, will be taken to her old
home at Iee's Summit, Mo., tomorrow, for burial.
The hubband, who
Is a traveling man, arrived here last
night

you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

Third Annual Play University

HIS EAST LECTURE

re.ist-s-

1

Puts System Into Your Business

Tuesday, April 30,

ORE AT

Winkelrnaii, Ariz., April 16. As a
sample of the mineral possibilities of
this section as depth Is attained, a
vein Is shown outcropping on, the
Two Queens property of a width of
but four Inches at the surface. At a
depth of 12 feet the vein had widened out to nearly 5 feet. Assays from
this vein taken very near the surface showed valued of over $84 to
the ton. Heavy sulphides are more
and more in evidence as depth in-- t

S. F. R. R.

&
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4
4

Watch Inspector A. T.

book.

WIVES
Philadelphia, April 16. Among the
many features which have been pro
vided for the visitors at the convention and reunion of the B. P. O. Elks,
which Is to be held during the week
of July 16th, is a massed band concert iti which all of the musical or
ganizations, present In this city during
that week, are expelled to participate.
From present Indications it is be
lieved that no less than 3,(100 musi
cians will be employed by the lodges
taking part In the festivities, anil all
of these are expected to turn out on HM Well Iiomu
Costuming Effective
the morning of Wednesday, July 18th
and under the guidance of a promi
Stage Settings Appropriate
nent band leader, parade on Broad
street, playing the melodies
best
known and best liked by the order
50 and 75c
Admission
of Elks.
lU'Hcrvetl scats on sain at Matron's
Never before in the history of pub
a. ni. Saturday, April 27.
lic processions has there been a pa after
rade of the kind which the Elks are
preparing for the visitors. There Is no
doubt but that a new record will be
established when all of the 3.000 In
strumentalists are formed In line and
march along the principal highways
of the city rendering "Auld Lang
Syne."

TOWN?

repair.
10 West Gold Ave.

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for

South Edith

ARE

4
4
4

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

Elks' Opera House

:

4
4
4

N. H. ANDRUS

Market

901

pooooooo

at Albuquerque Soon.

que.

YOU INTERESTED

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

WHEN

Another feature in connection with
the forest service, which is of some B.
interest. Is the change In the name
heretofore in use.
Instead of for OCXXXXXXXOOC)OOCXXXXX)CXXXXX3
est reserves, they are now to be call
ed "national forests."
An order to
this effect has been received by th?
supervisors and langers.
National
forests was adopted because the
name, it is said, more fully expresses
the purposes and nature of the big
reserves held by the government
throughout the west.
All reference
to the reserves in otlielal papers give
them the title of national forests.

4
4

ALBERT FABER'Q

ANO- -

Headquarters For Work In
Southwest to Be Opened

3,000

t,

3--

GROCERY

Capt. (. V. H. Mosley. Fifth cav
alry, who made an Inspection of the
local battalion last week, arrived In
.lbuquerque this morning with Ad
jutant General A. 1. Tarkington,
from Las Cruces, where they Inspected company I) at that place
last
night.
The night before company A.
at Silver City, was inspected.
The Ijis Cruces company made an
admirable showing." said Captain
Mosley.
"Well, my tour of Inspec
tion is over, and 1 am ready to report at Fort Wingate for duty. General Tarkington leaves me here and
continues on to Santa Fe, his headquarters."
"How uhout your base ball team.
captain?" was asked the otlicer. He
replied
I will have It here
"Don't worry.
soon enough to whip any of your local teams, for we certainly have got
a cracker-Jac- k
nine at the post."
(rnptain .Mosley returned to Fort
Wingate this morning on the lim
ited.

IN YOUR

go-car-

A Checking Account

Special to The ICvening Citizen.
Las Cruces, N. M., April 15. Judge
J. W. Parker pronounced sentence in RESERVES IS NAME
me Mnui una store & Mines com,,,,lUinlPft' Pnn Vaatnrilav .it,i
NO LONGER IN USE
Saturday the United States petit Jury
found the defendant companies guilty
of violating the Sherman anti-tru- st
According to information received
act on two counts. In delivering sen- here today, Albuqunrnue
fci lo be
tence upon the defendants.
Judge made a general headquarters for the
juiivcr leieueeu junn uiegau anu Inspection and regulation of forest re
William Yonnir t ho (mllviHnula l,i hi serves In New Mexico. An Inspector,
case, and sentenced the corporations who will have full and complete su
to pay a fine of $1,000 ench.
The pervision over all forest reserves, sucounsel for the companies have asked pervisors, rangers, guards, etc.. will
ior a new mat.
have his headquarters here together
with an office force of clerks ami
stenographers. The offices for this of
IAS CRUCES GUARDS
ficial have not yet been selected but
ne is expected to reach Albuquerque
during the present week to take up
MAKE GOOD SHOWING his station here. The handling of for
est reserves has been reduced to a
science by chief of the service Louis
Pinchot, and the Importance of the
CAPTAIN' MOSLEY AND GENERAL reserves located In New Mexico and
TAKKINGTOX KKTI'RN FltO.M
Arizona Is recognized by the estab
SOUTH
SOLDIKICS
lishment of this office in Albuquer
TO
PLAY HALL 1IKRK.

s

over 40 styles to select
from. Onr special offer for this week. No.
steel frame
900
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Brewster green, 8
inch wheels, 8 rubber tires. Price $3.00

HURRAH!
For Mr.
ball, next Saturday. Dancing and refreshments free.

IN-

headquar-

forGo-Cart-

o

EACH

INIH IDIAI.S
IN
SANTA
ItlTA
STORKS AND MINDS COM1W-NIK- S
CASK RKLKASKI) DEFENDANTS ASK FOR
NKW TRIAL.

WEtersare

rchestra

SPECTOR WILL

$1,000

Go-Ca- rt

variation, "Carnival of Venice"
iin
I'ror. DiMauro
3. Selection from Travlata, llano
Four Hand
Frances and Clarence Bothe.
4.
Overture, "Poet and Peasant..
i Orchestra
'. Solo for Harp
Mrs. DeWolf
6.
Violin Solo, piano Accompani
ment. "Melody from Ruben- steln"
Miss Bertha Loebs and Miss Bertha
Wardwell.
7. Selection from Martha, Violin
and Piano
Kdith and Ray Loebs.
8. Selection. "Lucia dl I,a
Mar- . .
moo."
Orchestra
9. Trombone Solo
Mr. Ellis
10. Romance "El Trovatore" Piano
Miss Bachechi
11. Selection from Rigaletto Piano
Miss Radaracco
12. Selection from "El Trovatore"
Violin and Piano
Miss Bertha
Wardwell and Emll
Coulodon.
13. Overture from Zampa
Orchestra
After Concert, Dance.
Tickets on sale at .Matson's. beginning Monday morning, and at Colombo hall night of the 17th.

I
FINED

Folding

COMiMlio II ALL, AI'ltIL 17.
Prof. Il Mauni and a Well Selected
m oi uu-cinciun-- .
Ing Mr. llloiKlln. C.llolst. and Mrs.
7clglcr. Pianist Tills Is the Be
Orchestra In New .Mexico.
Program.
1.
Serenade from Opera Comigus

The fate of the four Isleta Indians
who are on trial In the district court,
charged with assault with Intent f
commit murder uoon the!.1 stepfather, Augustln Tadilla, in the pueblo of Isleta last December, will
probably be decided this afternoon
before the court adjourns. At 3:30
o'clock this afternoon Judge Abbott
was about ready to deliver the Instructions to the Jury.
This morning the fojr defendants,
Francisco Padllla. Francisco Lente,
Bantlsta Padllla and Andres Padllla,
went upon the witness stand In their
own behalf.
Their testimony did not
enlighten the Jury or the court a great
deal on the assault In particular.
Whether the defense or the prosecution will win out Is problematical. '
o
An application will be heard In the'
To Chicken TWrters.
court, probably tomorrow
district
Mausard'a Mills are selling good
morning, for a ihangc of venue of
the case of the territory
against wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
.Minzlo Miceli anil lnnilro Dtonese,
Breed your mare to the best trotcharged with obtaining money from
ting stallion In New Mexico.
219
several Isleta Indians upon false Copper
avenue.
pretenses.

CORPORATIONS ARE

Ueynaud

keew a saloon near the American
Lumber company plant, while Boyle
works at the lumber mill.
Durlns
he last three months ltoyle incurred
a debt of $90 at the Reynaud saloon.
Learning that Boyle contemplated go

CLARENCE

The officials connected with the bu.
reau of forestry, of the department of
agriculture, have started a movement
towards establishing a library In the
offices of the supervisors of the differ
ent national forests.
The libraries
will contain literature relative to the
forestry business, which will Include
bonks on sheep, goats, horses, cattle,
lumber, and In Its numerous forms.
and administration on the reserves,
etc.
The reason why the libraries arc to
be established Is that In the past
many Inquiries have been made to
the supervisors for advice upon this
ana mat subject. In the future the
inquirer will be shown the library,
and he can secure his Information di
rect from the books, which will be
chosen by the bureau.
Supervisor Harris, of the Manxano
national forest, said this morning that
the ranchers and stockmen of New
Mexico, Arizona and California were
much interested In the latest decisions
of the federal courts, regarding cattle
drifting on the forest range, and the
new libraries would furnish all this
desired Information.
The decision
made by Hon. William G. Hunt,
Judge of the United States district
court for Montana, Is that the owner
of such cattle or stock that may wan
der upon the national forest range
shall be held responsible and be sub
Ject to a tine.
This decision affects
Montana, Arizona, New Mexico and
California, besides a number of other
states.

CONCERT

n

So Slated Agent Purdy This Sedlllo Is Still at Larae- - Libraries Are Being Estab- Four Braves From Isleta Are
Mornlng-McEw- an
Woman In Case Loath to
Succeeds
lished In Offices of National
Charged With Attempting
Discuss Tragedy.
Settlemore as Yardmaster.
to Murder Step Father.
Forest Reserve Officials.
that

GRAND

The following is a
ple of our prices:

as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price.
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot Window
at the
euKiern-mad-

SUPERIOR
PIVNIISG MILL
SEE OUR NEW UKICK UUIL.DINO
ocooocooooooo
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks beat, wears
thd longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster. IJme. Cement,
Paint Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AXD COAL AVE. AUll'QrEUyCE, NEW BfEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Grocery Company
Mgr.

Ave.

Highland Livery

Telephone 206
Tuo-ruoi- n
tent hou- for rem,
cheap; good roof, good well, etc.
Inquire, at More.

MATTECCCI BROS.
TIJeras Ave.
Phone SL

XV.

Door screens as utrong

sam-

Albuquerque Cash

3IS Marble

t

$oxoocooooo
FL5T SCREENS

California tomatoes, laigv cans 10c
12 c
I.a Cruces tomatoes
New York Stale Dinner Party
Itrand, large cans
15c
None better at any price.

MOM Km H. WARD.

bil-ti-

I

Saddle horses a
livers in the city.
.sadie,. .he

.''

j

specialty.

I5est
of

Proprietors

I
j

us

Sfnt

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
TsT
COLOMBO HALL DAKCINGISCHOCI

Aiaissici 50c

tidiis Frei

ALBUQUERQUE

FAKK SlA.
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Development
of ikie Incubator

v en

X5h2
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POLITICS

EVENING

Ti

CITIZEN.

IKES

it:.

iMnv. aimii. it,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

STRANGE BED

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

(From Kansas City Star.)
could be found. It Is not on the
this country since 1SK2. and Is
Mjr lYfNlrrlo J. llnskin.)
mau pieces may be hoardThe largest turquoise mine in the niarget.
The Incubator In frradunlly crowd-- 1 getting to bp a very profitable busl-ii- i
ss. single feathers
being worth
world Is situated In the Burro moun- ed by the denlers, but on the whole,
tni( the American hen out nf ihe
It Is called ihe deep azure blue turquoise Is not
tains In New Mexico.
kunlntM nf KltttiiR on her own cck. from $1 to $7 as taken from the bird.
the Azure mine. From Persia comes often seen, because It cannot be
benn The owner will realize about $100 a
Thti woikIpi iTii machine has
lurqiiolHe
Is
n
exquisite fornd.
season
better
and
said
of fine color
prrfW-tfi- l
from each bird. It
until it cnn ilo
age of the ostrich Is
polish, but no single mine In the
It has been 12 or more years since
Job of hutching the little chicks Ihnn the average
Asiatic country has produced gems Ihe famous Elizabeth
old biddy, their natural mother. The eighty years, and that the value of
pocket was
a finer grade nor In such abundfound In the Azure mine. The turhen l behiK succeeded by the Incu- matured birds averages about $a00. Interesting Account of Proba ol
ance,
folas
vn
ostrich
have been taken from this quoise found tu this pocket occurred
The Incubator
has made
bator, 1ut as the needle
one mine In New Mexico. Turquoise near the surface and was of a blue
lowed by the sewing machine,Nine-tj-or fnrmlng In this country a success
ble Successor to Spooner
It
In Colorado, Nevada, Alar
are
when
been
found
reaper.
would
have
otherwise
by
equaling; any ever found In Persia
'cradle
the
himil
the
bama, California and Arizona, but the and finer Ihnn any ever found In
cent of the professional poul- impossible, for the reason that the
Wisconsin
as
Senator.
strange
fowl is to sit
mines of New Mexico furnish Ihe America. It was sold at $20 a carnt
try mrn use the inrubiitor exclusively, habit of this
trade In the United States with more wholesale. It Is estimated that the
Ihe reason that with It they can upon Its ctKS at night,, and turn them
than
of Its wares, because Azure compnny sold the Kllzabeth
fcaJch chickens out of season. This over to the sun's rays during the
6.
In il is there that the purest gems have turquoise for no less than $5,000,000.
Washington. I. C. April
This works nil right in the
It does to day.
imnns to them Just whatproduce
osformation received from Wisconsin been found within the last 25 years. It would have broken the market to
the warmer countries of which the
the florist to be able to
Is a native, but our sun Is not to the effect that the legislature In
of flakless
lender flowers of summer In the dead trich
The turquoise has been used as an produce this quality
eggs.
enough
to
warm
the
hatch
hand
that slate will elect Isaac Stephen- ornamental gem from the beginning gems at one time and without doubt
old
hen Roes
The
of winter.
son, the lumber baron, as the suc- of historic time, and to many the the stone was carefully hoarded by
And Klove with nature, mid as a
of John C. finding of stone implements near old the dealers In New York and graduIncubators are nlso successfully cessor in the senate.
her season ns a sitter is
as a workings of turquoise property Is ally put upon the market. Very lit,hort. The Inrubaenr goes It alone used in the care of babies premature- Spooner. whose resignation
will lake ccncluslve. proof of Its use In prehis- tle of this grade of turquoise can be
year
ly
house
A'
special
Is
member
of
the
up
puce
with
the
born.
made
kind
tinner
the
and keeps
politics make toric days. The Mohammedans used bought at this time. The company
ventilated, restffect May 1. That
crib, automatically
v through.
ing over a hot water tank. The tem- strange bedfellows is aptly Illustratpolished blue stones In their build- retains a few pieces for show purperature of the interior can be kept ed In the case of I.aFollette and ings of worship; the Peruvians orna- poses but it openly admits that not
Hatching thickens by
been
Stephenson,
of
even,
have
whom
one
both
absolutely
of the
which is
mented theli temple of the sun with since that time hos turquoise of such
mmjiiis Is almost as old as history.
chlld-llf- e
Is at the head and front of the so the gem and in one of the principal high grade been discovered in their
The art was known before the dawn conditions under which
past
every
movement
for
the
equipcalled
reform
Nearly
well
maintained.
been
era.
has
halls
and
of Justice in the old royal palace mine.
of the Christian
child hospital In the country Is ten years. To the popular mind Sen- of Tezeuco, In Mexico, was found a
practiced continually in Egypt, China, ped
The turquoise Is found In seams,
ator"
H.
is
tte
looked
now supplied with a babv
Robert
l ies down to
throne of pure gold inlaid with tur- - pockets, lenses and nuggets. The
and other Oriental
money,
enemy
upon
of
sworn
as
the
years
The Indian name for tur finest turquoise Is usunlly found In
inolse.
the present dny. Kor many
hostile to the rich, and bitter in his quoise, "chalchlhultt," was given to nugget form, a lump of bright
pant chickens have been hatched arStephenson a mountain neur Santa Fe, N. M imbedded In the mother stone. blue
The largest incubator ever Imllt in hatred of corporations.
tificially in European countries, nota-M- n
enormously wealthy, is one of the where the stone Is still found. The
lOnglnnd,
America was on a duck ranch at
in
The Interior of a turquoise is not
great captains of Industry
in
the archives of Sarnta Fe record the chal- - without
It whs built twenty-tla.
beauty. The veins of blue In
and renmark, but it has remained Stroudsburg,
n
g
as
been
known
northwest,
has
wo
and
square,
an
of
with
hearing
feet
the date
hlhultt grant
genius to modernize anJ
the porphyry setting, with here and
for Tankee present
years.
many
man
corporation
for
by
popular-slssesize
d
leadroom
ten
in
twelve
feet
a
green lense a deep blue spot
road
1763.
traveled
and
broad
a
perfect the
there
It cost $3,001) and held Despite these apparent rnntrad., lions ig from Santa Fe by way of Silver on a paler blue surface, a long blue
and brooder, and to devise adjoining.
In
thought
character,
I.iiFollelte
and
lly. N. M., to the City of Mexico penciling on
ways and means of hatching and 20.000 eggs at a time. The yearly
an otherwise barren
are close political "ou Id appear to Indicate that many gray wall, a mass
raising chicks in large numbers by capacity of this monster hatching and Stephenson
of fairly good blue
supplied
the
has
The
allies.
eggs.
latter
was
In
village,
gems
340.000
machine
of
lots,
ornament
city
used
on
the
the
for
the
Its use
cut Into a pillar the varying shades
an'l
Im
Kollette,
war
for
of
sinews
were
palaces
ordinary
Aztecs
the
of
roval
farm.
the
the
and
surprising
lend a continunl
form
ju'rr,
ami
With the uld of the Incubator the Im Follette In turn Is stout to pay his brought from the 1'errillns and Burro enchantment nnd efficient lure to the
a
making
by
to
Stephenson
him
debts
mountains near the cities named.
seeker after true blue.
The first Incubator made Its ap- professional poultry raiser enters In
what Is known as the
pearance In this country In 1845. A to large contracts without fear of member ofhouse
MIiiinI by Iirlilstorlc Men.
Much turquoise fades very rapidly
lords.
of
American
A
poultrymau
on
in
failure.
olilo
has
Tankee. nut one on exhibition
The mining of turquoise in these a short time after being exposed to
Stephenson's platform of principles places was undoubtedly
Rrondway. New York. Ho charged an agreement to furnish a Cleveland
on
carried
the air, and Is, of course, comparawith 3uo young will cause something of a sensation long before the Spaniards came to tively
m shilling to see the wonder, and out commission llrm
Is
so InWater
day. It Is understood among the men with whom he has America. Immense depressions Indi herentlyvalueless.
f curiosity it was well patronized,a chickens every
a part of turquoise that a
way.
young
to
weigh
in
a
are
business
broilers
been associated
that these
cating exravntlons, nnd old dumps, prolonged immersion In the fluid will
bat his machine was considered
fake. Men would not believe that an a pound and a half, and he gets $9 He wants the act to regulate com where relics of the age of stone Im recharge the gems with the desirable
dozen for them. The way he man merce rurther amended In order mat plements are found, constitute the dark blue color, but the effect Is last;; could be hatched anywhere ex- aages
to keep up with this big under- the interstate commerce commission proof.
cept under a hen, so the showman
ing. Other qualities of the stone ar
btgsn, demonstrating to v prove (the taking Is well worth relating. He may have full power to regulate and
flint, bearing affected by light nnd most of them
Hammer
of
heads
lie
advocated
the
services;
use
to
of
rates
acres
140
devoted
and
has
the
invention,
would
He
virtue of his
grooves
the binding on nT han- must be kept some time, yenrs preplant. The main build- strengthening of the Sherman anti- dles withforwhich
break eggs from the machine to his poultry
to weild these clum- ferably, in order to test their color
how the different stages of Incuba- ing Is 4 80 feet long, and there is a trust act with a view of providing sy Implements, colled pntte'ry of the retaining capacity.
penalties as will oldest known type, are found near
tion, and finally succeeued in con- row of pens 660 feet In length. He such additional
Value of Turquoise .Matrix.
vincing a good many that It was not uses thirty Improved Incubators with deter property Interests from combin these old workings. The method of
The turquoise Is chipped out ot the
a, fraud.
This has proved that It a capacity of 300 eggs each. These ing In violation thereof; he express- the prehistoric workers was crude rock
and picked up in nuggets as it
machines are not all tilled at the es himself as favorable to the election
was far from being a humbug.
slow. With the hammers weigh occurs from the blast. It is dumped
same time, but proportioned so that or United States senators by direct and
20
to
ing
one
pounds, the stone into a car and hauled to the long
he believes in was from
It has taken years of experiment some of them will be discharging vote of the people;
patiently chipped awny. There Santa Fe cut. where It Is left In the
a federal tax upon Incomes and in are
and study, and the expenditure of fresh chicks each day.
some
open air. After something of a fresn
slight
Indications
heritances, and is opposed to ship would lead to the belief thntwhich
much money, to develop the science
fires
test, It is chipped clean of porA large flock of Barren 1'lymouth subsidy and to all other forms of were made upon the rocks and water air
of artificial incubation into the sucanil graded, when it is shipMr thrown upon the hot rock In order phyry
bounty.
cessful practice It Is today. Its pro- Hock biddies are kept constantly on direct government
ped
to New York.
moters had to closely observe and duty laying eggs with which to stock Stephenson announces that lie will to crack It. and this release the turof the turquoise
production
The
fellow the natural4 laws of Incuba- these hatching machines, and 4 50 vote and act with Senator LaFollette quoise, but this theory lacks proof, matrix Is given as much Btudy as the
eggs are placed In them each day. if elected a member of the senate.
tion. They found that nature assistsince the fire markings cannot prove flawless gem. There are three kinds
ed a sitting hen by rushing the blood Including Sunday. In connection with
Stephenson Is a picturesque char- their own antiquity.
of turquoise matrix, that which Is
lo that portion of the body which the incubators there is a row of pens acter. He was born In Fredericton
In the Burro mountains, near Sil
with Iron; that which is half
romea In contact with the eggs; that numbered from one to ninety. Each New Brunswick, in 1S2!. He went ver City, N. M., many such old im veined
nnd half turquoise (clearly deduring certain stages of incubation day the little chics from the machines to Wisconsin in the early forties plements have been found, proving rock
fined), and thnt which Is mottled
the eggs shifted their position under are turned into the first pen. They with a brood of Canadians like him
the stones were polished where a darker blue spot on a lighter blue
"the hen; thnt at times she would are advanced one pen each day, and self and went Into the great forests that
they were produced by rubbing them background, or vice versa. This lat
hen the last one is reached they ot that state bent on making their upon standstone or graduated
leave her nest unprotected, the numsorts ter kind is often very beautiful, nnd
ber of these absences varying with are ninety days old, and are ready fortunes. In addition to Isaac Steph from the conrse grnin to the finest. sells for $1.25 a carat, wholesale
They are herded enson there was his brother, Samuel Small stones of the shape that is the price Is In remarkable contrast
Uie individual fowl and the condition for the market.
of the weather: that at times the from the Incubators through all of Stephenson, Philetus Sawyer, and readily lifted into the hand, are found to the flawless Kllzabeth grade which
hen would rise In her nest and shake the pens, and Anally Into the coops, Alexander Stewart. All were born with highly polished grooves of per- sold at $20 a carat wholesale. The
her feathers out, evidently for the lthout being touched. They are not in Canada, though they came from fect curved shape, showing the final mottled turquoise matrix is general
purpose of cooling .her body and the handled until the cook wrings their hardy Scotch ancestry.
All became perfection of the gems by hand.
Iv found to contain about 60 per cent
etCKB, and they also found that the necks and dresses them for the fry
millionaires, and all are living with
pure turquoise. It has had a re
Mining the (icms.
ga would sweat. These and many ing pan.
the exception of Sawyer. After ac
of their modern dis markable vogue the past
several
In
the
order
gave
them plenty
other discoveries
cumulating immense fortunes in the covery the locality of the New Mex years for use ns broches and other
to contend with in making a little
Stephensons,
A certain proportion of the eggs sale of
lumber, the
ico turquoise
mines is as follows: personal ornaments.
Second grade
box of wood and glass that would do not hatch, and all of them that Sawyer and Stewart turned their at Los Cerlllos, Santa Fe county; Burro turquoise Is much used for a cheaper
perfectly perform the natural func- are hatched do not live to make the tention to politics. Isaac Stephen mountains.
Grant county; Hachltl, grade ot ornaments, and usually sells
tions of the mother hen.
trip through the ninety pens, but the son came to congress from a district Grant county, and the Jarllla moun at from GO to 75 cents a carat. The
percentage of loss Is comparatively i In Wisconsin. Samuel Stephenson
gems nre so lncrusted with stone that
In Otero county.
The matter of temperature gave sinan. ine ureeuer rinus mai me it the same time, represented a tains
The mines which have produced often 60 per cent of the gem Is lost
exmuch trouble, and some of the
0 eggs which go into the Incubators
Michigan district In the lower house tilt, finest gems nre In the Burro In the cutting.
periments were unique. Thermome- every day easily net him 300 perfect I'liiletus Sawyer was for many years
near Silver City, where
Turquoise has a use quite aside
ters were placed under sitting hens broilers at the coops, which are ship In absolute control of the republican mountains
the largest turquoise mine In th? from Its Betting as a gem. Its decoIn all manner of positions to estab- ped to the city daily from pen No. party In Wisconsin, nnd for a term world, tlie Azure mine, is located.
rative value Is unquestioned, and
lish the varying degrees of heat dur- ail. In order to carry out this sys of two years represented the state
It Is said that the appearance of when the stone is very hard It is caping; the different stages of incubation. tem and meet his contract, it will in the senate.
served three turquoise rings on the Indian chains able of fine workmanship.
Turquoise
Stewart
Kome of the fowls were killed and be seen that the poultryman has t rms In congress and then retired. tin reabouts was the first Indications Inlaid with other precious stones was
delicate thermometers thrust instant- something like 30,000 chicks con Stephenson quit congress of his own if the modern masters of the land gieatly valued by the nnclents, and a
ly Into their hearts and other vital stantly on hand, to say nothing of volition, but tiring of private life has that turquoise could be found in the few- - beautiful Instances of their art
orfrans, to determine the temperature the hundreds "of dozens of eggs tied made a number of efforts to come- - vicinity of Cook's peak. Cook's peak remain.
of the inside of their bodies, as well up In the Incubators, or the great to
was with that ob was (Jeroninio's stronghold, and the
senate.
Mr. Rothschild, of London, many
aa the outside. By such bold meth- lli.ck of laying hens that supply the Ji ctthethat he tied Ithimself up with
l.a- - Apache Indians raged over the Santa years ago came Into possession ot a
ods the secrets of the business have egs. But he gets to market with F llette and the indications are that Kiln's. Ihe
Mogollones, tho Burro single exquisite turquoise vase. It
been wrested from nature. All the hb. dally order Just the same. This Ins ambitions are about to be re mountains
und the Black range. was about six inches high nnd reputproblems
of heat, moisture, and man in clearing up a profit of JlTi,- - alized. Spooner retired In the fourth
pottery, ornaments and weap- ed to have came from Persia. The
ventilation have been Bolved. It ooo annually, and there are many year of his term, and Stephenson, If Their
ons are found everywhere.
Almost color of the vase was the deepest
days to hatch a others who nre succeeding splendidly elected, will therefore have but two every
taken twenty-on- e
chain picked up or brought blue and It showed a brilliant polish.
chick,, and the iinfubator authorit the business.
to serve.
vears
He has agreed not from the Indians contains
at
least Mr. Kothsehild earnestly desired to
ties can tell you each day's progress
wo secret messages. Cine comes in itive a companion vase to match the
to be a candidate for the long term
In the formation und life of the lit
and for many
The "green duck" industry is
the form of numerous shells which Persian production,
tle fowl before it comes out of its igely
speak of the day when the southwest years searched in vain for a suffi-c- b
dependent upon the incuba
Income- Kourttit.
Two
rhcll.
gem to prowater,
tor, ilrcen ducks mean Imperial Pe- large
the
country
utly
piece
was
and
under
of
the
France controls both the tobacco
which were originally Import- - and match industries in that country other in bright polished blue beads duce n slllmar deep blue vase. It Is
The incubators will hatch any kind klns,
I
China. They are raised by and according to reports received by which have no counterpart save in said that he had men searching In
of eggs, but the length of time vuries the from
thousands and tens of thousands the department of commerce and the gem turquoise. So the old time Persia mnny years and finally turnin different birds or fowls. It takes hv urtllicial
fed scientifically. labor the state derives enormous pro miners reasoned thnt these bits of ed to America as a last resort. After
a humming bird only twelve days to and marketedmeans,
stone promised other such in searching through the various turwhen they are from fits from the sale of these products,
come through, a canary eighteen, a eleht to ten weeks
quoise producing properties, one of
old. This is just in l'.ior,, the receipts of the French the vicinity and they reasoned well.
a turkey thirty, before they molt their
duck twenty-eigh- t,
The entrance Into the Azure mine Mr. Uothschild's men finally came to
coat of tobacco monopoly amounted to $87
and a swan forty, line authority re feathers, at which time first
long,
cut,
Is
1.000
feet
weigh 254.181. an Increase of $6i3,i24 over
Silver City, where he heard of the old
a tremendous
ports that he found some snake eggs from eight to ten poundsthey
per pair. those of the preceding yeur. The 60 feet across the bottom, 150 across Indian workings. One day a Mexiin a pile of compost, and put them Some
can came into town from the Burros
them are fed upon celery sales to the public were us follows: the top and 75 feet deep.
into a machine. When he went to seed toof give
I'urquoise mines nre not worked with a lump of turquoise wrapped In
meat the flavor Cigars. 5,685.147 pounds; cigarettes,
look again the bottom of the box was of the famous their
precious
as
a gunny sack. He offered It for sale
the
southern canvas backs, 4.M68.299 pounds; scaferlati, 62.694.- with precision or rule,
squirming mass of little spotted
so successfully that the differ- - SS!) pounds; roll nnd chewing tobac stone is variable in Its occurrence. and tho London agent examined the
adders. The eggs of quail, peasant, and
nce cannot be detected.
Separate co, 2,605,629 pounds, and powdered
ometimes one blast of dynamite will gi in indifferently and finally bought
and all kinds of game birds develop duck
on
Long Island, at tobacco, or snuff, 10,3;7.142 pounds, open a pocket of valuable stone. it for a song. He had found his
ranches
readily in the Improved incubator of lurrisburg,
Trenton, N. J., Dal making a total of S6, 329, 106 pounds. And again 100 feet or more will be prize at last, and he bore it awny to
the present time. Ostrich eggs are las, I'a., andl'u.,
elsewhere, produce an The average rate of consumption per worked without discovering one bit of Loudon before the Mexican hail time
In
also being hatched successfully
to discover that he had thrown away
nually from March 1 to August 1 Individual in 190; was 35.411 ounces, stone of commercial value.
Kiorida, Arizona, and California.
what would have meant to him u
from o.ooo to 30,000 green ducks, of which 4.232 ounces represented to
ticms Worth $5,000,000 111 One
IiM'kFt,
But Mr. Itothschlld has a pair
them principally in New bacco in powder, and 31.1 9 ounces
Ostrich farming has been practiced marketing
vases now, nnd one came from
of
color
and
Turquoise
industry
ilnest
is smoking and chewing tobacco.
of the
York and Boston. This
Iso well developed in New Knglund,
In 1905 the total receipts of the hardness is more rare than the dia Persia and tho other from New Mexartleularly in eastern Massachusetts, French government from the sale of mond of the same grade. In the ico a perfect match, yet they were
SHORT TALKS BY
where there are several ranches that matches amounted to $6,983,157, an whole city of New York probably produced at opposite ends of the
turquoise earth.
uoduce from 20.000 to 25,000 ducks irerease of more than $114,000 over not 20 pieces of perfect
L.
COOPER.
initially. Two of the largest of these those for 1904. The average rate of
are located at south Kuston and consumption per capita in 1905
Wrenthum. Speonk. Lonk Island, Is amounted to over 1.022 matches,
amBsmmmmmmmmmmmaammmnmoBanm
HOW TO KEEP HEALTHY."
the center of a large annual produc- In 1905 the personnel employed in
tion, fully 100,000 green ducks be the match Industry was composed of
ing grow n each season within a few fi!4 men and 1,305 women, whose
"I am not a believer ia too much medi miles of this little village.
salaries amounted to $565,1 49; in
1900 the average dally pay for a ten- Doo't lake medicine sll the time
more
There is
Catarrh in this section hour day was $1.25 for men, und S8
Oct a food tonio
the country than ail other disvasea
for women, In 1905 it went to
and take it until the of
put together, and until the last few years cents
old vitality returns was supposeu to be Incurable.
a $1.29 ami 97 cents respectively.
''
then atop. A gen great many years doctors pronounced It
Oriental Like Canned (IimhIh
disease ana preaortic local rem
cral tonio and sys edit--locul
,
and by constantly falling to cure
Cook-Stov- e
"I found American canned goods
tern renovator with local
treatment, pronounced Incur always in evidence in leading Jupa,
should be taken in able. Science has proven catarrh to nese and Chinese stores in Dalny and
rrnyia- -'
' the spring and fall. be a constitutional disease ana therefore other towns of southern Manchuria
-a
tr
treatment. Hall's
w
'
11 .i
for thia purpose Catarrh constitutional
V
Cure, manufactured by F. J said an American tourist, "and was
there is nothing bet Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only informed that there was a demand
for them. Japanese preserved goods
ter on earth than constitutional cure on the market, it
Is taken internally In doses from 1U is lower In price, but it Is Inferior
Cooper' New Dis drops
teuMpouhful.
directly
to
a
acts
it
covery, but I advise on the uloou unit mucous surfaces of the in quality. During the war with ltus
no one to take this system. 'I hey offer one hundred dollars sia tin; great Maiichurian armies
any case it falls to cure. Send for Japan were supplied with enormous
medicine or any tor
1U&3 MIDDLBTOX.
qtiantitle.-- t of American canned good
Address;
irculurs anil testimonials.
other all year long
F. J. I'HU.SKT & Ct..
ind grew fond of them, and since the
ive nature ehonoe. Establish regularity
Toledo, onto.
disbandinent of the armies statist!!
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
ia movement of the bowels. Drink plenty Take
show
a large and sudden increase In
ol water but not at meal time. Chew your tion. Halls Family fills for constipa the consumption of this kind of pro
Gives best results.
Sleep
lslons.
fuod very carefully and eat slowly.
Manchuria, in fact, has he
fuel ex- Reduces
of
opes,
afraid
don't be
with the window
Notice is hereby given that the come a fine market for American fom
1
M
pense. A working" afresh air and do not cat a great deal of undersigned. I. H. Cox, has disposed 'lull's generally."
rcpse. He regular at .meals. Co to bed of Ills Interest in the Standard Heat
of
the
ing ami plumbing- Company, and is
flame
The News No pure trus cough
and (Jet cp at the same hour each day
longer connected with said com- laws would be needed, It all cough
means
Flame"
the hottest flame
fmatib'e. Take bottle of Cooper's New no
"Blue
match.
pany
cures were like Dr. Snoops Cough
DUeovcry twice a year and y our life should ent in any way; and that the presasNew Perfection
any
owners
company
stove.
of
The
by
have
that
produced
Cure Is and has been for 24 years.
.fee long and healthy.
all the debts and obligations The national law now requires that if
Here is what Cooper's New Discovery sumed
lighter.
work
Will not overwill make your
the company and will collect all any
n
entei into a cough mixpeople who need a tonici of
dors ior
bills due It; and ttiat the undersigned ture, poisons
sizes, with
Made
in
three
kitchen.
heat the
it must be printed on the label
'1 have been sick for auumbcr of years Is not responsible for the obligations or package.
For this reason mothers,
warEvery
with stomach trouble and also from back and debts of that company.
burners.
three
stove
and
one, two,
nnd others, should Insist on having
aci.es anJ headaches. Sometimes 1 became
I. II. COX
dealer's,
your
our
write
to
at
not
If
poison-murranted.
Dr. Shoup's Cough Cure. No
Albuquerque. N. M April t. 190
so weak I could not stand on my feet. M y
on Dr. Shoop's labels and
food did not seem to nourish me and
agency.
nearest
Cured of
none In the medicine, else It must by
covld not gain strength. I felt tired to
Mr. Win. Henry ot Chattanooga. law be on the label. And it's not only
r
The
T
death all the time. Nothing 1 took helped Tenn.,
had rheumatism In
left sate, but It Is said to be by those that
nvt, oud hearing so much of the Cooper arm. "The strength seemed his
to
have
truly
know it best, a
remarkable
medicines I decided to try them.
gone out of the muscles so that
"I have taken two bottles ol Cooper' waa useless for work," he says. "I cough remedy. Take no chance, pargives a clear, 6teady lifcht. Fitted with
your
ticularly
Discovery
the
children. Insist on
most remarkable applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
with
with
New
Cough
My
having
latest improved burner. Made of brass
Shoop's
ComIn
entirely
feel
Dr.
wrapped
now
night,
I
well.
arm
flannel at
Cure.
the
results.
ia fine, I sleep well, have no mora and to my relief I found that the pain pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
throughout and beautifully nickeled.
gradually left me and the strength with others and see No poison marks
befad aches and so quite strong again
Every lamp warranted. Suitable for library,
In three weeks the rheu there. You can always be on the aafe
my thanks
for what, these returned.
wiiot
dining-roo... express
.
' . oaain
disappeared
U
not
and
has
parlor or bedroom. If not at
mallsm
had
J
II
by
demanding
side
Cough
Shoop's
Dr.
nicair-ineaavv sous,
muiuicivu.
since returned."
It troubled with Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
dealer's,
write to our nearest agency.
your
Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.
rheumatism try a few applications of
OIL. COMPANY
by
druggists.
Sold
CONTINENTAL
all
other.
Pala Balm. You are certain to be
tnoorporutd
Ask tss about tbeaa medicines. W pleased with ihe relief which it afSubscribe for Tua fnoaaig CttUea,
fords. Fur sale by all druggists.
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Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS
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DEPOSITS

two-thir-

egg-testin-

With Amp'a Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1150,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldga, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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I600.008.M
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Santa Fe Railway Company

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banKing

business; and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be Kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

$to4e National Basll
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ALBUQUERQUE.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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Rood paint from bail by just looking

nt a pot of paint. It's only afhr It
lias been exposed to the weather for
a few months that you can see the
effects of poor paint. Then it t ko
late. If you buy your paints of us
you always net good paint the ktiid
I hat wears.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL -

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Roofing

First and Marquette

Albtxqtferqoe, New Mexico
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FASHIONABLES PUBLIC SCHOOL

We are exclusive agent
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Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinets

TO INDULGE

pnritry, cupboard and
work-tabl- e
combined.
It eaves work and Rives
you more time for other
things. A large assortment of styles and
Just received. Pee
window display. Including a handsome Superior Unnge. The range
that will stand more
fire than any range on
the market. Prices and
terms to suit everybody.
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LAW VIOLATED

la the federal court Saturday the
Island Hallroad enmpnny was
lined S30t for lolntlnK the 2S hour
This
law, says the Tojieka Capital.
is the first time a case brought una
before
new
law has been
der the
court and heard since the law went
Into effect which was last June. The
railroad company confessed Judgment on two counts and was fined
$100 on the- first and $200 on the
secoad count. ' United States Attorney Harry J. none asked that the
company be lined the maximum penalty which Is liiOO for each count.
The law, which Is known as the
28 hour law. Is simply to provide
against cruelty to animals. It makes
it an offense for a railroad company
to keep stock longer than 28 hours
without unloading for feed, water
and rest. The law provides, however,
that the Btock may be kept tn the
ours eight hours longer than the
time mentioned providing the shippers agree to It. The department of
agricalture worked up the cases and
turned them over to the department
of Justice which department brought
a large number of suits In different
partti of the country. There are suits
now pending in this court against
the Uock Island, Santa Fe nnd Mls-s- c
url Pacific for the same offense.
The canes which came up Saturday related to shipments made from
Calumet. Ok., December 23. 1906. J.
Zailwager shipped 96 head of cattle
from Calumet to Trower Brothers,
Kansas City, Mo. The Rame day W.
if. Iialenti shipped 32 heard of cattle consigned to the same firm at
Kanmis City. The cattle were kept in
tho car 41 hours and 30 minutes before they were unloaded at Wichita
for rest, water nnd feed.
company was
The Kock Island
by Paul Walker, who
represented
made no defense in the case. Judge
Pollock seemed to think that the
shipper should be fined who would
allow his stock to be treated In such
manner. "I haven't much experience
in stock shipping." he said, "but I
imagine that if I had a man working
for me. and was paying him for it.
b: would do the work about as I
tt.ld him."
It evidently was not the Rock Island's day In the court for besides
being fined for violating the 2S hour
law the company confessed Judgment
on fifteen counts which were brought
against the company for violating
the safety appliance law. Tho tine
was $100 for each count.
The Chicago Great Western Hail-roa- d
company also confessed Judgment to violating the same law on
three counts and was fined $300.
the railroad
The fines against
companies will go a lung way toward
helping pay the expense of the term
of court.
Hock

MKXH'O XVntOI.K ITS

which promises to be of much Importance to shippers
nnd
everywhere,
which sets a new precedent in Virginia, has Just been handed down by
the superior court of that state. It
wm in the case of J. A. Wilkinson of
Ifristnl ngalnst the Norfolk nnd Western Hallway company, deciding a new
and hitherto unadjudicated
point.
The suit wus brought In the law and
chancery court at Norfolk two years
ago, having arisen over a shipment
of lumber from Bristol over the Norfolk nnd Western railway and the Old
Dominion steamship Hiip. Wilkinson
was without means of ascertaining
proof as to where the delay occurred,
only knowing that there has been a
delay nnd that he had been deprived
of a sale at the agreed price because
of the delay.
The court held, however, that on
proof of delay In delivery a prima
facie case Is made out against the
irltial carrier nnd that the burden of
the proof rests on it to show that the
dlay was from cause for which It
was not responsible. Justice
who delivered the opinion, said: "It
would be a denial of Justice, ns it
seems to us. If the law withheld from
a shipper, in such a case as this, the
right of recovery, where from the
very nature of the case, he Is powerless to truce the negligence to the
particular carrier concerned, and
where, perhaps by ngreement between them, each declines to Introduce evidence tn establish its own
freedom from negligence, because the
establishment of this freedom of the
one would place the fault on the
other."
While Monday was pay-da- y
with
the Santa Fe coast line employes, today Is when the ghost walks for the
western division employes, from Kl
Paso to Albuquerque.
Superintendent K. J. Gibson and
wife of this division of the Santa Fe
were registered at the Alvarudo last
night.
For catarrh, lei me send you free.
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It Is
a snow white, creamy, healing antiseptic balm that gives Instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
Make the free test and see. Address
Dr. Snoop. Racine, Wis. Large Jars
50 cents. Sold by all druggists.
,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26,
1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Palle, of Laguna, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final five-yeproof In support of his claim,
viz.:
Homestead entry No.' 6842,
made February 12, 1902, for the S
Vi NW
section 28, township 6 N,
range 5 W, and that said proof will
be made before Sllvestre Mirabel. U.
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
X. M., on May 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Palle. Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna,
ar

X. M.

Washington. D. C. April 16. According to gossip that Is whispered
from the Inner circles, the latest Innovation in the homes of the smart
set here Is the establishment of a
smoking room for the women; that
the. habit which long ago fastened itself on the capitals of Europe Is find-in.a firm place In Washington.
Stories calculated to make the puritanical hold up their hands in horror
aie told of the prevalence of cigarette
smoking among the fair ladles of the
Washington smart set, It Is said the
habit is alreody strong and has seemingly got a fast hold on the feminine
part of the Four Hundred here. H
use. I t ) be the fashion to decry nil
such practices as belonging to the
diplomatic set, but
It Is no lotigct the case that cigarette
smoklr.g Is I .ml ted to the women of
the ill t ioiii.ilic coterie. Xo small proportion i f the younger women of the
highest social circles here have taken
to using tobacco In this form. Xanies
so prominent that they would make
belicveirs Rn the simple life tfap
vith astonishment if made public are
mentioned in this connection. It will
be recalled that when the Countess
Marguerete Cassinl, of the Russian
embassy, was here, It used to be said
that she was not averse to the cigarette. Plenty of American young women, however, are now addicted to
smoking It.
Without doubt, the practice of
smoking cigarettes has become so
common among young women of the
Washington Four Hundred that It Is
no longer an occasion for remark that
one is known to have the habit. On
the contrary, there Is a significant
lifting of the eyebrows If n smart
young woman apologies that she never
smokes. If she neither smokes cigarettes nor plays bridge, then, Indeed,
she is hopeless.
It appears the young women of the
more brilliant social circles here do
not limit their use of the cigarette
to their "dens." Sometimes a select
dinner parties or other functions, the
women smoke with the men. When
running in to make a morning call on
clos. friends of her own sex, the fashionable young woman here Is quite
y
likely to :lt down with them nnd
cigarettes. Just as men might do
under like circumstances. It will not
do, of course, to draw too sweeping
an Indictment, for there nre still "many
youi;, women of the fashionable set
that do not smoke at all and Insist
on shunning the weed completely. It
0s growing,
and growing rapidly.
Dealers In tobaccos In Washington,
those of the best class, derive no small
part of thler revenue from the sale
of cigarettes for use In fashionable
homes and by the women, quite as
well ns the men.
",

en-Jo-

Doing Business Again,
"When my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of Indigestion, nervousness
land general debility," writes A. A.
Chisholm, Treadwell, X. Y.. and when
it looked as If there was no hope
left, I was persuaded to try Electric
Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me." I am now doing business again ns of old, and am still
gaining daily." Dost tonic medicine
' on
earth. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.
Our ROUGH DItT work aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

MANUEL It. OTERO.
Register.
The ltaldwln liefrlirer:itors Ht
Sllliscrilx- for The Citizen and sret trelln's.
Not bins' better made.
tlie news.
Isfactlon guaranteed.

M MOUTHER

Vn- Sat- -

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for
nothing compares with
the pain and horror of

Thethoucht
ltII.KOlS.
April 16.
of the Buffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
Mexico City,
The Mexican government is now practically In a position where it control.? of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
the transportation situation of the 6hadov of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
country from a political and tttrategi; have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
as well as economical point of view. confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
The government has succeeded in
to all women at the
the and child. This scientific liniment is a
merging Into one corporation
Mexican Central railway and the Natime of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
tional lines, which embrace a numcarry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
ber of roads, having a combined milegently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents 'morning
age of 10,000 miles.
OWN
Mexico,

child-birt-

god-sen- d

It is contemplated to form a Mexican company, of which the majority
of the Btock will remain in the hands
of the Mexican government. It will
be controlled by a board of twenty-on- e
directors, which will have a general board of twelve members residing in Mexico and a local board of
nine members, which will make its
It Is
fceadquarteres in New York.
expected that by the reduction of the
general charges and expenses, and tha
doing away with all harmful competition, the new company may provide
the country with an economical
schedule of freight rules.
The company will make a limited
issue of prior lien bonds at 4 S l,el"
writ and general mortgage bonds at
4 per cent, the principal and Interest of the latter being guaranteeed by
In addithe Mexican government.
tion to the bond issues the company
will lrnue first and second preferred
It is proposed
and common stork.
to leave an ample Improvement, development, nnd extension of the lines
f the company and for the acqulsl-sitio- a
of additional rolling stock and
motive power.
IMPORTANT lU I.IMi IN CAST.
or delayed siiii'mknix
Bristol, Tenn., April 16. A decision
KEMAHKAIU.E MIXTURE
For those readers of this paper who have any form of
blood disorder, who want new.
rich blood and plenty of it. try
IhW

Dandelion
Extract
Compound
ounce.
Kajrgon one ounce. Compound
Syrup Sursapaiill.i three ounces
Miakc well in a bottle and
doses after
I ike in teaspoonful
Any
each meal and at bedtime.
pharmacy
prescription
Rood
caa supply the Ingredients at
.mall cost
Thlt is said to .to Wonders
"km
for many people whosethe conand complexion show or who
dition f their blood
an- - Hicklv, weak Htid run down
physically, and Is known to
s. nous.
and
rheumatism
um-of
barkuche quickly.
MuJte some up and try It.
Fluid

one-ha-

lf

long-standin- g

h

IT'S HERC GALORE.!

ORGANIZED

We've two and three piece Suit of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirt,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort

Washington Homes Will be District League Champion
Equipped With Smoking
ships to be Offered in GreatRoom For Women.
er New York City.

W.V.Frutrelle Furniture Co
IBM,

E

sickness," and other dis- comforts of this period.
ooia Dy au aruggists at QLfJ
fi.oo per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca.

TTPJIPTH39 i

New York. April 16
The public
schools league has set all the school- greater Xew York practicing
bnseball by Its offer of district league
championship, the games beginning
today and the season extending to
the 22nd of June. The tournament
also Includes the borough championship nnd the championship of greatHardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
er Xew York. Each school is represented by a team, and the players
Toggery
that would add to your Summer comfort that we canmust have received at least "U" In
effort, proficiency and deportment
show
in a style to please you. Come, see.
not
for .1 morn!; preceding each game.
They also must Viot have represented
any outside
except
organization.
Washington
their church, within twenty weeks of
Ihe date of the game. The school
Fashioned Apparel
winning the school title will hold a
special trophy for the year, nnd this
oo.
Fine Clothing and Furnishings.
TH W4SMINOTOH
also applies to the winners of the
trophies for the borough champion
ships. Oold medals will be awarded
to the winners of the city championThe rvloc nf Health.
$200 REWARD.
Kitten by a Splitcr.
ship, nnd silver medals to the team
"The price of health In a malarious
Through blood poisoning caused by
winning Ihe borough championship.
a spider bite, John Washington, of district Is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
Is offered for the capture of
l!osiueville, Tex., would have lost his box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,"
Pettine. the murderer of Bene(icntlo ami Effective.
leg, which became a mass of running writes Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark.
A well
known Manitoba editor sores, had he not been persuaded to New Life Pills cleanse gently and Im- detto Eerardlnelll. Crime was comwrites: "As an inside worker I find try Ilucklln's Arnica Salve. He writes: part new life and vigor to the sys- mitted in Albuquerque Monday, FebChamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
first application relieved, and tem. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at ruary 4.
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of "The
C. A. and C. GRAND B.
four boxes healed nil the fcores.'' all druggists.
biliousness natural to sedentary life, Heals
every sore. 2Tie at all
their action being gentle and effective,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
clearing the digestive tract nnd the
head." Price, 25 cents. Samples
publication.
notice
free. All druggists.
LIVERT. SALE. FEED AND
AND CURE thb LUNGS
Department of the Interior, Laud
TRANSFER STABLES.
26,
M
.
X.
Fe,
March
Oltlce at Santa
WITH
Horses and Mules Bought and
1907.
Xotiee Is hereby given that George
Kirochima, of Laguna, X. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
proof in support of his Second Street, between Railroad and
llnal five-yeclaim, viz.:
Homestead entry No.
Copper Avenue.
ONSUMPTION
Price
6X43. made September 12. 1902, for
OUGHSan
EOofcSI.OO
NW 14 and
the X Vj XW Vt SW.
OLDS
14
18,
township
Fret Trial.
SW 14. section
NW
7 N. range 4 W, nnd that said proof
Surest and Quickest Cure for Ml
will be made before Kllvestre Mlra-baDF.VOES READY PAINT
THROAT and LUNO TROUBII. S. Court Commissioner at San One Gallon
600
Square
Covers
Feet.
Uafael, N. M., on May 6. 1907.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
He names the following witnesses
Stops Leaks, Lnst Five Years.
This Record of Rev. Peter to prove his continuous residence
upon, nnd cultivation of, the land,
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
' viz:
Charles Carr. Ixirenzo Komero,
Bryan of Atlanta.
408 West Railroad Avitaa
The ofcrrome WeakntM, trNi
Juan Palle. Jose M. Caco, all of La-- i
wrlty anuoniliion,liu:rM vtur'
guna, X. M.
Georgia.
lti.fl." They
MANUEL It. OTERO.
I,f
tofrlrtirt woman hoot), auiinff
Register.
velopment oforvan and bedr.
known remcrW for won tn raMti
them. Cannot do hurra lit
By baptizing 117 negroes in thirty
El'llKKA!
minutes Sunday morning, at 5:30, the
1
Yes, I lliwo
hr mull. Nnlrl hy dr-- i
oiiihI It nt Lnst.
Hev. Peter Bryan, of Auburn avenue
Pound what? Why that Chambernegro Baptist church, allowed white lain's
FOB
BY
ANN ft BOH.
Salve cures eczema and all
folks of Atlanta to. have their Kaster manner of Itching of the skin. I
breakfast on time, says a dispatch have been afflicted for many years
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
dated Atlanta, Ga.
with skin disease. I had to get up
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL. ESTATB
When the t of the congregation three or four times every night and
Announcement
had arrived and the candidates for wash with cold water to allay the
LOANS.
baptism tolled off. It was found Just terrible Itching, but since using this
Automatic Phone 411.
117 awaited the water salvation.
It salve in December, 1905, the Itching
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln
Having acquired an Interest In the
was no little task ,thls Job of im- has stopped and has not troubled me.
Plumbing
mersing 117 saved souls before breakand Heating
Ehler John T. Ongley, Kootville, Standard
fast, but the Rev. Peter Bryan 's Pa. For sale by all druggists.
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
riot the man to shirk a responsibility.
future have charge of the mechanical
rinm
One by one the brothers and sisdepartment and attend to the InstalIN9UHANGB
ters went down like pins In au alley.
Secretary
lation
Building flnnnnf
Mutual
of all plumbing and heating
After he had baptised some, memim luirraawa ana noaid mow
ahout th wumk'rfnl
tlnn. Office at 217 West ITsnTsai
bers of the congregation began to
work entrusted to this compauy.
MARVELWhirlingSpray
shout and to cry: "White folks will
avenue.
lb new V.rli.l ria.
have to wait for breakfast this morn11 clran!
ing." Suddenly nn Inspiration dawninsuiiUjr
ed on a brother as he yelled: "Amen,
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
irtrimi fnr It
A
onr
n
sisters! (J lory be.
will
Lawd
Ie
lie mnmit uipiy Iba
if
provide."
M K It V K I., . . .pt no
When the last of the 117 had been oilier, nut aena
auimu Tur
lKnk wll'l. ft iHtm
immersed the Hev. Peter Hryan pull- llluBlrftUri
full iMtrUmliir sutl iIiwimhiii In- - W
to
Titluftliln
ed out his watch nnd found that ho
lrlli. M A It h i. o.
1 l.atMMNWt, M U VUKk.
with Raube and Mauser
had done the Job In Just thirty minOf flee, US North First St.
utes.
The "white folks" didn't have
AUJUQl'ERQCE,
N. M.
MEN AND WOMEN.
to wall.

Summer Suits at
$12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6

boys of

M. MAN DELL
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for

baptizedITTnegroes

Dr.

Nov
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A. E. WALKER,

Every Woman

(1

W. E.

i

WOOL

V

Whooping Cough.
have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy In my family In cases of
whooping cough, and want to tell you
that It Is the best medicine I have
ever used. W. F. Oaston, Posco, Oa.
This remedy is safe and sure. For
Kale by all druggists.

I'm fttf U fnr an ntt oral
, ji flam m itti oo ,
lrritatiuoa or ulcriloia
nf m ii ft n n niamhrahM

F

,

'

ItheEvansChcmicai Co.
l

OIMIMIUTI,0

P.mlu.

or pviinotj.
fnt
Bold bj

fJ tr

DratrltU.

or aant In plain wrapper,
iprs, prop ir),.74. for
1.00. or 3 bottle
Circular aeut oa twqueit.

'

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
BEST OF QUALITIES

us
RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212

The
"SHORT LINE"

the

NORTH SECOND ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMrL KLIENWORT
Masonlo Building. North Third
AU

DENVER

&

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

iaoaooooiKoooKttoao4K3o04K)4Kao4K

a air adi

Dealers in Groceries, Provision. Daj.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines IJqer
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

Do You Need
zzzTTr.TRY

ron

d i W h ar tfM

I

MAUGER

S. K. HOOPER,
Ceni ral PAHsengcr
Ticket Agent
Denver. Colo.

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATJ
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. ISA.

14

Give ua your ROUGH DRY
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

a

S

u
u
0
0
0

1
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Its Location
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 89 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 316,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
rOrVLATIOS' OF l,r.0Q PEOrLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY U0 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
ITS
P.KANd AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY fN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE

COME

TO BELEN. H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

0O4PO-0tO0COOOO-

jOHN BECKER,

HKannEflnBnHnEHnBaHnaaHannnranHnHBHKH

Pres

WM. M. BERGER,

A

AIL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE TIUIOTJGII TO BELEN. EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WE'LL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

UST1MATED.

fOSO
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Railway Center
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ALBUQUERQUE
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LOCAL. AND
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PERSONAL

Our Low Shoes For
Men and Women
made the hit of the Season. Their exceptionally
snappy styles please the eye of the most critical, their
perfect fit satisfies the most particular and their close
price and splendid quality is a surprise to all good
judges of foot wear.
S3.00 ta.50
. 2.50
3.00
2.50
.1.00
2.50
1.73
2.50
3.00
2.50
1.50
1.(1,1
2.50

Oxfunl
Men's Patent
Men'd Velour Calf Oxford a
Men's Tan KuhsIh Calf Oxford
Wonion's PnU'tit Kid Oxfords
Women's Viol Kid Oxfords
Women's film Metal Oxfords
Women' C'linvat Oxfords
'Women's Tnn Viol Kid Oxfords
K

S.

0

S.50
3.00
3.50
3.00
3.50
2.00
3.00

BRJCHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

tt.00

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, ISe and
1 lb. Una, 4 Sc.

tic

per lb.

Il-lb-

.

Una, SSc.
.Una. 11.00.

Capitol Coffee
I -- lb.

bucket,

with

premium,

Golden Gate coffee
1 -- lb. tins, 40c.

$!..

b.

Una, 80c.

unique nothing like It In the city.
Bulk coffee, tOo to 40c

a

Try

Something

can.

1

x.
No.

7
i

No.
No.

4

H

THAIS ARRIVAL.
On time
On time,
On tline.
On time.
12:55 a.

i

EVENING

CAPS"

E

ClUZm

BEAT

FATHER AND TWO

TCKM.Y. AI'UII.

rHMDl

LATEST

MEAT

SONS

ARRIVALSI

w i.n inut imnl nn ,Xorl II no of new Korln roods
which we want to call your attention. We have received metro
of those f anions

MARKET
Missouri

IS, IMT.

Citizens Threaten

fner & Marx Suits

Hart-Sch- af
Iii'ttilnr mrctlnft of tlio I'IhkIos to. Men Who Insulted Girl With
night.
C S. Fowler 1im rpliniii'd from a
In Um new shades of grey, tan and fancy mixture. Best n
a Variety of Deaths.
ImdneMH trip to Chlmign.
earth for the money
In the pity
Attorney It. H. Hitniia
from Santa. Fe on lnw business.
HEN DK0VE THEM
V. Morants, of Temile, Texas', arrived In Albuquerque last night.
FROM COUNTRY F0KEVER
Manuel S. Sanchez, of the. F.stanela
valley. Is In the city trailing with local
merchants.
lloonville. Mo.. April
Details
Henry Itrarhvogel. the well known of the whipping of James1. Smothers 9
The new Stetson Derby $4.00
Is
trans
county
slock raiser.
Socorro
nd his two sons. Salen. aged 20, and
acting business In the city.
Humphrey, nged 17. were told here
The new Telescope Soft Hat $4.00
The Albuquerque Mandolin ami today by one of the men who partl- (Jlee club will have n practice meeting
ipatru In the episode. The whipping
was caused by stories relating to the
tonight at their (tudlo.
daughter.
V. A. Lancaster, an employe of the
morning a crowd
Santa Fe at Hurt in, Kan., arrived In f Early yesterday
forty
men, composing many
about
the city this morning.
not iHNVHssry to praise Uem. Everybody knows they are tiie
of
Boonvllle, went
the
best
of
citizens
It. J. Showder, of Uaton. an
standard of tlie world.
the home of James Smothers In the
ploye of the Santa Fe at that place, south
part of town. They broke the 8
8
Is In the city on business.
door down and forced Smothers and
J. F. Whltmorc, connected with the he two son to dress; They then put
Santa Fe at Ix Angeles, arrived in ropes around their necks, and after
Albuquerque this morning.
tying them together led them to a
Sold from the Atlantic to the PaclQc to tlic best trade. We eeH
Frank Trotter made a flying trip to pasture Just west of town.
The crowd, on the arrival at the
Los Angeles lut week find returned
at eastern prices
asture, discussed what was best to
to the city Sunday morning.
and it
Maynard Gutieul and sister. Miss do with them. A vote was taken
to shoot them. They were
Myrtle, left this morning for Los An was decided
led to trees, but Just before the or
geles, where his sister will seel bet
der to fire was given, one of the
ter health.
whltecappers
stopped the proceed
All the novelties of the season, new designs and fabrics, popular
Attorney Modesto Ortiz has moved ngs. They then
concluded to hang
prices.
his office from Did Albuquerque to hem and hangman's
knots were tied
room 27, the N. T. Armljo building.
the ropes, the ropes tied In the
1
new town.
hubs of trees and they were drawn
HERMAN ZWEIGART
Hugh H. Harris, forest supervisor. up, but let down. After another coun
morning
for cil it was decided to take them to the
will leave tomorrow
PROPRIETOR
8
Santa Fe, where he will spend several river, tie weights to them and throw 8
days on ofliclal business.
them In. They were taken to a point
Phone 185
J. K. Pauley, who has charge of near the Missouri. Kansas & Texas g Arno & Coat
& railway bridge and preparations were
the Estancia. house of Learnnrd
n
Llndemann. the square music dealers, made to drown them. The three then tioocctxxxxxxxxxxxxxxycKxxxyoa
They were all then se
Is In the city doing
business with confessed.
verely flogged and taken across the
the headquarters house.
Howard county, where they
The dance to be given at Colombo Iver Into
ugaln whipped until they cried
hall Friday night as a benefit prom were
mercy.
They were then ordered
ises to be a very pleasant affair, r for
to leave town uiul never return under Hi
K. Kills has volunteered music by the penalty
of
death.
Ellis orchestra free of charge
The boy who escaped was seen here
Ben Robinson was able to leave the yesterday, but was ordered to leave
hospital yesterday after a rive weeks town. He did so ut once.
other
selge with rheumatism find
The Smothers family consisted of,
kindred ills. Mr. Hoblnson Is collect- besides the father and two sons, a
115-11- 7
or for W. I j. Tilmble & Co., the Sec mother who deserted the family, an
ond street livery stable company,
was
recenly
sent to
older sister who
Botwoen Railroad and Copptr Ave., Tel. 74
A. D. Johnson, the contractor, has the penitentiary from Saline county
returned from San Acacia, Socorro for granil larceny, a son, James, Jr.,
county, where he has been some time about 15 years old. who escaped from
Installing a large pumping plant for the house when the door was being
V
H. Spackman, the general mer broken down; Ethel, a
daughter, and three younger children
chant at Sun Acucla.
the custody of
Edward Hart, the leading hardware who were taken from
They were taken to St.
merchant of Gallup, and Kev. Duma their father. night.
STOYES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
was placed
Louis
last
Ethel
rest, pastor of the Catholic church at
of the Good Shepherd.
Gallup, were In the city this morning n the homeyounger
-S- ADDLERY
HARNESS
were
children
three
and left for home o nthe California The
placed In custody of the Children's
limited.
J. C. Baldrldge, the lumber mer home there.
AGENT rOW
chant, returned this morning from WEALTHY CATTLE GROW F.R
a five weeks' visit to southern Call
AT DEN VEIL
IS
DEAD
fornia.
He says that Los Angeles
Celebrated Diamond Edge Toots and Cutlery
Denver, April 16. John H. Dur- and Long Reach aj well as many oth bln. once one of the wealthiest cattle
er of the new towns of southern Call growers of the- - west and owner of a
John Deere Plows and Implements
fornia ure booming.
homestead in South Dakota before its
M. Spofford, of Chicago, accompa
great riches had been proved, died
nied by his wife, and a Miss Mills, here Sunday, aged 65.
Winona Wagons
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
who have been here for some days,
Mr,
left for 'Denver this morning.
lvn't forget the concert of Prof.
Spofford Is a brother of IJbrarlan Di Mauro at Colombo hall tomorrow
Spofford of the Congressional library night.
Besides his pupils, the pro
at Washington, D. C.
fessor will be assisted by the lumber
The Geronlmo's base ball team company orchestra and Mr. Blonuln.
held a meeting lust night ut liyann After the concert there will be a
Tickets,. 60 cents each, are
tailor shop, at which Martin Ryan dance.
was elected manager and Ben Helwlg now for sale at Matson's and will be
cupt.Hu,
Manager Ityan said tills af on sale at the hall door tomorrow
ternoon that from now on the Ger night.
onlino's were either going to make
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
hit or get hit.
More than 30,000 Shriners are ex
KENT Nicely furnished rooms
pooled to attend the big convention Foil
nt the Oranado hotel. 114H North
of the wearers of the fez, which takes
First street.
place in Los Angeles In May.
The
date of the convention will take pluc
liarefoot sandals, tan colored upat the same time of the annual Fiesta pers,
solid Ooodyear welt soles, guarof the City of the Angels. A large anteed not to rip; sizes 8 to 11, II:
plunnin
number of local Shriners are
18 12 to 2, fl.25; 3 to 8, SI. 50.
C. May'J
to make the trip.
Shoe Store, 314 West Knilroad
Manager Matson bus udded one
more llrst class attraction, to thosa
which go to make up the closing cal
endar of the season at the Elks opera
LADIES, ATTENTION!
house. It Is the "College Boy," whitis touted by the press as one of the
most amusing comedy dramas on the
road. The "College Boy conies
Mr. Joseph Morelll, direct from
the Elks' April 2. The Mary Man
Tork city, has arrived here and
erlng company is billed for May VI New
will
hereafter be employed in my
and Mrs. Flk for May 2th.
shop.
Mr. Morelll is an ex
tailor
T. Garcia, who was brought to the pert on LADIES'
TAILOR MADE
St. Joseph hospital from
Tiioreau SUITS. Suits of any style and de
several weeks ago, suffering from
scrlptton made to order at reason
bullet wound In his stomach, which
prices, and perfect satisfaction
at the time was consldert an almost able
guaranteed. Also men's suits mad
fatal wound, left the hospital venter to order.
Cleaning, pressing and re
day and left lust night for his home pairing neatly
done.
in the- timber.
Gurcla will soon be
A. J. MOKELLI,
as strong as ever, and his recovery
. First St.
103
Is considered very remarkable.
Edward Joyce has resigned the
FOWLS NEED A VARIETY OF
night clerkship at Sturges' Europea
FOOD, AND SOME ANIMAL FOOD
1hotel, and left last night for Flag
iESSENTIAL. ItOYAL BALANCED
staff, Arizona, where he will accep IS
WAN S
THE
KVriOX
Sl'l'I'IJES
a position with Babbitt Bros., one
the largest merchandise concerns In I'EHFECTLW
K. W. FEE.
the sister territory. Mr. Joyce mad
02 S. FIHST Si.
many friends among the traveliu
PHONE 16.
public, who will be sorry to learn
his departure from the European.
Alderman Hayden told the ell
When You Want to Buy,
council last night that Patterson, the
liveryman, hud made him a proposiSell, Rent or Exchange
Mr.
tion that looked good to him.
Patterson proposes to furnish the city
a team and driver and feed the team
for 14 a day, and at the end of a year
give the team to the city.
The
council ill so thought tlte proposition
Keep busy until you
la good one and referred the matter
to the tire committee, authorizing it to
fi.ti the
close a contract with Mr. Patterson if
on Investigation the proposition ua.s
found to be a really good one.

$20 to $28

John

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

B. Stetson Hats

W. L. Douglas Shoes

Spring Lamb

Hanan & Son's Fine Shoes

Monarch and Cluett Shirts

SIIRaIOM

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NORTH FIRST STREET

T. T. MATNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

32

ST.

SECOXD

GO.

Tinners

W B.R.Ave.

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

the
most
complete
in the city
is

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Anew supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamonds, Watcaea, Jewelry. Cat U
yomr trad and guarantee A SQUARE

AVE
init

Cici

t

ft

0O
O

see
WMimaEY COMPANY 49
Wholesale Distributors

01

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - Less for Repairs - - -

3s

Just Arrived

EVERITT

Mairdlwaire Meirclhainilts

OEal

Write
"W.WiiJlSVJSaiASr'

-

-

Prices

Albuquerque, lte

o

Mexico

Household Goods

Star Furniture Co.
Cm.

With Short Arms ami Levi.

Underwear for Stout Men

FULLY WARRANTED

NIRISEN

Home Insurance the Best
retrain from again eaylng something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itaelf of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arlcona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the
comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to not that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more It Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made hereT It can If
ness written.
every Individual who take out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it la to keep his Insurance at home before he puta his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offer exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

214 Went Gold Avnuo

con-vlctl-

I

JL

The man who values
a fit, we want him.
We have what he

Suits

$i8

I

tjlJ

I JUL!

r

We Say
wants.
STEIN-BLOC-

H

Clothes with style in
them. The proof is
the trying on. A

AND

EXCHANGED

Offle.

Cu.r.BI...

Suits

HI

118 W. R. R.

ROSENFIEID'S,

1

$18

Ave.

Have you any musical
that needs repairs?
Bring it or ship it to

$30

Learnard & Undemann

We Also Have Other Good Suits From

UL
--

Hr-.,

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Cold

SOU

R.R. Ali.al.il.o
7r.ot.ctl.Bt

pleasure.

$10 to 916. 50

BOUGHT.

TICKETS

Largest music dealers In the southwest who have engaged the eervlces of

H. K Spencer
M

expert repairman, formerly of the
STROBER FACTO RT. Chicago. III.
Tuning and Reflnlshlng

a

specialty.

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

122 South Second
SOa

V.

GOLD

ALBUQUERQUE,

AT.

AVE.

NEW WMEXICO

3C

a

